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.xi: :'.Executive Summary

TITLE
a EUREKA, The California,Career information'System

TOPIC
Vocational counseling for 'Ihildren, youth, and adults, leading'to a greater

understanding Of educatiOnl and- vocational options.

GOAL,

The long range goal of this roject is the establishment of a statewide compu-
ter-delivered occupational and educational information access system. This system

will provide current, accurate, and locally relevant informatiorf to Californiahs
in the process of carer exploration and decision-making so they can.knowledgeably
select careers and training opportunities appropPiateto their needs.

OBJECTIVES
This Project has seven majot'objecties: 1) To provide accurate and current

statewide vocational program information, including apprenticeship and Regional
Occupatjon Program information. 2) To provide an employer file with information on
employers' hiring requirements and working conditibns. 3) To activate and-expand
the EUREKA files designed to introduce people making choiCes to those
who are already actively engaged in vocations of.interet. 4) TO ,study and en-
coin-age use of the System by the...handicapped and the disadvantaged, to include
System modifications either proposed or effectd to increase the effectiveness of
the System for the.handicapped.and disadvantaged. 5) To,pubicize the availability
of this .high quality'vocational guidance and counseling tool which is fully trans-
portable E6-D5Cal education agencies througho ,ut the state. 6) To 'coordinate effOrts

in implementing and experimenting with EUREK1 among the sites currently using the
System in California andin other states with similar systems. 7),To prepare eval-
uation reports for the Career Education Task Force coveringthe results of this
project and any others relating to EUREKA.

OUTCOMES
The project met and exceeded its abitious objective'-. Staff devAjoped much

new information for the EUREKA data base, produced an astsortment of useful products,
\sdisseminated project information and distributed' project products. widely. ,throughout

'alifornia, and conducted a continuing evaluation of project activities.'

EVALUATION )

Both internal andsthi(d-party evaluations_indicate that theobjectives the

project haNie(been met and 'further, that users are pleased with the results.
Perhaps a still more -Critical evaluation is the one Made by California schools and
agencies when faced with the decision of Whether tio adopt EUREKA or not. In the

aftermath of Proposition 13, whey school budgets have been under the closest scrutiny,
EUREKA has been"ev4lukeed"'ail the more carefully for adoption,and it has, in fact,
been adopted by fOky.secondary schOols, thirty-two community colleget, nine four-
year,- colleges, and'tIn aepcies in California. That represents a most positive

"evaluation." '3

CONCLUSION
\-

Through the efforts of
a-well-developed statewide reer information.system, and there, is every reason to

-his project, EUREKA has come <3 long way toward Yecoming

bel-ieVe that it will become self-sufficient in'the future. Considering the project's

success iemeeting its, objectives and the statewide lications a EUREKA. further

, development of the system should bey considered. Spec) ically, the system should -

be developed to 1) increase. occupatIons.fr9m 260.to 400, encompassing 1200 DOT titles,
2) localize occupational data to additional' geographical areas,, 3) expand the emplo-
yer file to cover all of California, 4) 4nclude'broprietarpschools in the school
file, and 5) produce a microcomputer v(rsion of EUREKA. Wfie developed to this

extent, EUREKA could be considered a completed career inforMa n lystem and a -

valuable resource for Californians'.''

1



IN

Act iv i t ies -Conducted- During-the -Project

5

Project, activities covered a wide range of pursuits during the fourteen - month

life of this EUREKA Proje5t. Basically, however, they can be categorized as.

follows: information development, user services, dissemination, and evaluation.

INFORMATION DEVELOPMENT

SCHOOL File--added 21 new schools
I

A

PRORAM File--added 62 offering agencies and well; over 1;000 ourses

VISIT Ifile developed a VISIT File for ContrA Costa County an added over
-/

500 names

-EMPLOYER File--added descriptions for each of the 44 major industrial

categories in the San Francisco/Oakland area and descriptionkof

individual employers within those categories.

APPRENTICESHIP Fileadded information about 31 programs 1

OCCUPATIONAL Fileadded 0 new occupatigns; split 6 titles to provide

separate descriptions. deleted 16 title; changed 17 titles to reflect

currint labor market practices or to eliminate sex starotyping; updated

labor mar t eciions of all descriptions. r

USER SERVICES

Held trainings sites--9 four-year colleges and universities; 32

. communily college's; 40 high schoor's;,and 10.agencies.
I

.Added new. project productsdevelopecrcounselor's implementation handbook,

Ins.ide EUREKA; composedinforthation sheet entitlbd, "How to Implement
1

EUREKA ";' designed wall chart with instructions for using EUREKA; dis-

seminated materials to implement VISIT file; compiled sheet of Occu-

pational Data Sources; developed sample Computer Printout pamphlet;

created two glide/tape shows: one describing how the system operates

and other on the use of QUEST and the various files; printedlive

different 24" x 28" post4ys and the same set reduced to 81"x 11";

distributed EUREKA suggestion cards; expanded and disseminated existing

project products: CIS brochure, revised and reprinted User Handbook to

reflect changes and additions...added 40 new occupations, changed format,

implemented thew QUEST as developed by the Oregon Career Information

System, and added new privaNyand out-Of-state schools:

#

4



.DISSEMINATION t*'

Published 3 newsletters which were sent to over 800 users and interested

non users; di- stributed a Press Kit sto_all.user-sites; conducted over

50 demonstration-workshops throughout the entire state.

EVALUATION ." ,

Contracted With, ird-party evaluator, Dr.-Paul Burke, Professor of

-Education it t. Mary's College in Moraga; conducted internal evalu-
r

ations as project progressed.

.1

e

1

o,

4
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3.' Project Objectives'and'Anr4cipated Outcomes Which Were
r lP

4.
' All together 'the EUREKA Project had seven objectives.

'below along _with jts.anticipqed outcome?.

-:-OBJECTIVEAONE:

Given Original-Approval..,

Eadh one is listed. i

,

7-
To provide Scour-41e and current statewide vocational program inforMation,'

tncludlng apprenticeipip training and Regional Occupational Rrogrami.

ANTICIPATED OUTCOMES:

Project'staff will have 1)6r-chased a computer data tape from the State.
*

Department of Education coniaining information necessary to localize

the PROGRAM.files to every area in Calfiornia where EUREKA is being]

used. This intOrmationinsthe non-captiye vocational training and i

apprenticeship kograms will, have been aneyzed and. formatted for entry

into the system.
..

Da1ta entry personnel Will have entered into/he computer system all

program information, andla'c mputer tape containing this information% \

will, have been del is ered to all computer sites.
,

.

. ik
.1..--OBJECTIVE

f .

To provide an emp er file wi binformatipn on employers' hiring r'-e-
.

quirement and kin iti4n.

.ANTICIPATED,OUTCOMES:
*

".
1

=...

.Project tta4f will hade:gathered, analyzed and formtktzd the data

sufficient to build-an EMPLOYER file program for,the. Aater San f6'n-'
, 1

cisco Bay Area; much of this data will have been secured by. agreement
. w 4- 4

with Sarita Clara County.
J

-

Data entry pei-s*nel will have entered into th cymputer system all
..

Sn\fancisa Bay Area EMPLOYER file.data, and a: mputei tape-on-'IP
taining this information wilt have been delivered to the computer
. ..

Otes involved. i

\')'.*
--OBJECTIVE THREE: i

'Trfactivate a'nd eip nd the EUREKA films designed to introd _people

making vocational cAoices 0 those who arealreadY*actively engaged in

;

vocations of interest.

-4-
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ANTiCIPFED OUTCOMES:

Protiect.staff will have assembled or helped to assemble the i.nf mation

to.activate VISIT files in West Contra.Costa Countyywhicp/have

users. The information will be gathered through involVement-wl fi the

business community and with parents of students. Thes'e.files: will

provide information leading to a personal contact between thf EUREKA"

userand a person who is actively engaged in a particUlar occupation,

thereby giving the user the opportunity for personal discussion with

,

sotheone in the occupation-and for Observation of the work site.

1,
Technical assistance will have been.provid41 to'the EUREKA computer

center staffs in Sacramento, Fresno, Los Angeles, and San Diego to aid
yaw

in implementing the VISIT file in those areas.

Data entry personnel will have entered into the computer system all

2VISIT file data assembled by Project sta4., as Well as VISIT file

data assembled by other EUREKA users, and a computer tape will have been

delivered to the local Computer sites involved.

Project staff will bave reviewed and updated the VISIT file on a contin-
,

uous basis.

- OBJECTIVE FOUR:

To study and encourage use of the,System by womA, the handicapped and

the disadvantaged, to, include System modificatigns, either proposed or

effected, to increase the effectiveness of the System for. ese users.
J

ANTICIATED OUTCOMES:

`TheJEUREKA program will have been made available to handicapped users

at bll of EUREKA.computer sites throughout California. A detailed

study will have been completed based on evaluation reports, interviews

with the handicapped enabler personnel on the campuses which have such

personnel, and also interviews ewtth the.department of rehabilitation
0

counselorsKat least at the communitxpcollege campuses in Cohtra Costa-

County.. An evaluation report concerning use of the ystem by dis--

advantaged users will also have been completed.

Outreach eftorts conducted by many schools, colleges, and agencies will

imve been assisted in using the EUREKA program'by means'of a portable

computer terminal which can be easily carried by Outreach Founselors.

,

All EURE data files will have been reviewed to eliminate sexist, terms

and sex stereotyping frorriYhe System.

. ,



---OBJECTIVE FIVE:

To publicize the availability of this high quality vocational- gui-dance,

and 'counseling tool 'Lich is fully transportable td local education

agencies throughout the state.

ANTICIPATED OUTCOMES:

Project staff will have producj0 audio-visuals that can be used any-

where in Ca lifornia. One will describe how the System opeeates;

the other will train facilitators to.use the System.

At least twenty -four demonstration workshops will have been conducted

at appropriate sites throughout California. In addition, the.EUREKA-

program will have been demonstrated at as many appropriate,professional

conferences as possible. To provide detailed information concerning

the availability of the EUREKA program, members of the EUREKA user-
.

services staff will have visited various user sites throughout Cali-

fornia to explain and demorpt rate thepeOgnam. The public media will

also be used in this Publicity effort- t.

- -- OBJECTIVE SIX:

To coorailnate efforts in implementing and experimenting with E KA

among the sites 'currently using the' System in California and dissem-
t '

, A '1
inatihg these f ndings to those in other states operating Similar

c,
, - .

systems.

KICIPATED OUTCOMES:

Tralningsessions wil be conducted at all of the 'individual sites

that are involved'in u ing the EUREKA Program.

A counselor's implemen ation Handbook will have been published and in

the hands of the staf at the individual EUREKA

(It

SinceEUREKA has inv Ived a number of California schools from its'

incepNonrihas received some VEA Part D fundingi and has been'receiving'

some California Postsecondary Education Commission funding, the following
.

procedures and activities will have been integrated with this ett's
_____:-

activities: ,
i

.,

1. A survey of educationalicoinputer sites throughout California.

2. Conversion of Oregon information to California information on
the presIntly available data files.

3. Publication of User Handbook;

-6-
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.

"Trainirig of vocational counselors and school "facilitaforsit,.
the EUREKA sites

:5: Participation -in theAatio sociltion-ofCaree, Informs
.0111/4 Systems.

6. Conducting demonstrat ion workshops.

7. Feasibility study of microcomputer applications.

8.. Expansion of the SCHO 5 file.

. Computer 0rOgrailiming, wi 11 hay' bee. streamlined, and new operating

programs will have become available for EUREKA computer sites through-
/---.

out California. _ .,

.._.)

--- OBJECTIVE SEVEN:
r 1

To prepare° evaluation repoctl_for the ,C-aer AucAtion Task We.
.

.

toyer-II-1g the results of this project and any others 'relating to EUREKA.t. .
kiCIFATE,D OUT OMES: ( , .

Evaluatl.on stu 0,/s UN11 have been completed and forwarded to the Career

Education Task Force. an

_4-- f

A third p y ,evaluator repqrt wi 11 'nave been completed.
4 ! o

r

.e.

.



Their' Measurements'

The-actuaT-project.outcomes and°their measurements are -given here arranged
% v

accordi to the sequence off-the original project objectives. -'

--OBJECT N .,

d. / / .. '

To:provide accurate and'current state &ide vocational pfogram information,

Including.apprenticeship training and RegionalOkcupational Proglams.

ACTUAL,OUTCOME: '. ;`'
r \4.

A vocatIonal education could be broadly construed to range fr6m4secondary

training to post7graduate work at the university level, staff decided
,

to
...

focus orrail area of non-captive vocational education which would (1) not
1 _

be already offered elsewhere in our system, and would (2) serve as a dis:
o

tinctly/separate.reource for thegreatest number of EUREKA users.
. ?

9 '*ti

i
Project staff contacted the State Department of Education

1
for a 'computer

i .

tape.coktaining;vocational program information of this type a'Ad
A
learned

---,

.the VE-78 reporting document. Staff then contacted the Vocational Educg-

Field Operations office in,Sacrament0 to ascertain if a comprehensive listing'

were available through them. .None was; howev r,..arrangements were made for
.

EUREKA staff t cote VE-78.s for ch the sixty7two\ iagencies in.sttie-

state.
N

.

, , . - . .
-,

. -
.

thatethere was none available with 'useful data, Staff then contacted the

te.Department's.Vocational Education Coastal Regiona4Affi,ce to determine

'What statewide listing of RQC /P courses existed. .14t was diseciiierled that'

there was no such list., Instead, courses werfshoin by offering agency

Each ROC/P course.Arch had been approved by the State Department was classi-

fled, cntered i4to the System, and,:made accessible by program.
'

- In addition to this 1yROC/P data, specific information on requirements and
ca.

content of tippreneloeship*ograms for thirty occupations (see following

list) in which apprenticeship training is a sig ificant entrykute.was

gathered and included in appropriate PREPARATF N Names and addresses

of places to a y for apprenticeships are, nCluded in localized files. (See_
Appendix A.)

.3142 A tomobile Mechanics
1

3114 Truckand Heavy Equipment MechanicS

3142 Millwrights

3146 H t and Cooling System Mechanics

3424 Stationary Engineers
- $ %

-8:- ,1 1



4242.Patnters
1K)-

.4244 Plastereors and .Drywall- Installers

-4246 tameni--MasonsL
0 '3L

4248 Glazlers

4254 Carpenters.

4264 Bricklayers.

4274 Pl 1uMbers

_42764 Floor Covering Installers

' 4278: Ro4d7s:

:4326 ..Meatcutter'S

4586' Cabinetmakers c

o.

.

.4766 printing Preoduction occupations

5422 Metal Workin4Patternmakers

542.4 Molders -
40"

5462 Tool anciaDie Makers

5464 Machinist

5472 Ironworktrs .

Q.>

5479 Ornamental Iron WOrkers

,5483 Boilermakers

5484 Sheetmetal Workers

5485 Shi pfi tters

5486 Body and rers

5488 Blacksmiths and Forge'Shopworkers

5626 EleCtricians-

! 7824 Chefs and Dinner Cooks

8184 'Barb

--OBJECTIVE TWO:
k

To Provide-Ian employer file with information or employers' hiring re-\

quirements and working conditions.

It;

a.

0 47

.S

a,

ACTUAL OUTCOME:

At first it'was eTiiSforred that profiles of,specific employers would.fe :

developed and included the files. )nformation gathered from employiers.

in Contra Costa County was ofvarying quality, and.it was decided to

devel0 gerieral descriptions'for each of forty-four major industrial'

categories foum,in the San,Francisco-Oak candarea. These descriptiqns

also contain alist of all occuOationS with significant emplOYmerit op-
.

,

portunities,im thatindustry: .Following ,the industry descriptiens is a



.

list of major employers in that industry" Large employers who have

provided profile information are referenced on the'employer list. -In-
.

formation do these employers is included in another section of the file.

There are also files foreich occupation which provide a cross-reference

to the industry files. .

Principal problems Jwith the development of the computer,f4le was the lack

of computer space. The tecision to ncentrate on industry descriptions

rather than specific employer profit sr was that many schools which have

the smaller mini-computers such as HP 2000's did not have thescapacity

fOr larger files. Another problem was that employer directories, ordered

from the Santa Clara County Center for Educational Planning did not arrive

*entil mid-June and were not in the requested format, requiring extene

sive reformatting.

Emplotel. file data is now available to users throughout the San Francisco-

Oakland area and on a test barQs2111.he Sacramento and Los Angeles areas.

(See Appendix B). Training in the use of these files is being given.
...

MEASUREMENT:

Uiefulness of the employer file is being evaluated through the STATPG

program. This program keeps tract of which files were accessed and how

often. Usefulness of the files is also being evaluated with a form

given to a sample of users.

A technical report on the Employer file has been prepared and has been

circulated among users, federal and state agencies, and career infor-

mation systems in other static. It appears as Appendix C.
1,N,

---OBJECTLA, THUG: fr

To activate and expand the EUREKA files designed to intruduce people

making vocational choices to those who are already actively engaged in

vocations of interest.

ACTUAL OUTCOME:

Names of persons who wobid be willing to talk to students about occupa-

tions were compliled. The gathering of these names was performed under

the direction of project staff, but Lt involved a grea;%Nlealiof volunteer

effort by service organizations and work by local school and agency staff.



A'comprehensive file for East 'and West Contra Cos

entered on the tomputer, and made available to al

central Lo4 Angeles area, names were gathered, but

into computer files as planned. After evatation

regarding the VISIT file', staff concluded that ma

computerized form woulk dineither be cost effective

to County was developed,

1 area users. In the

they were not entered

'user comments and needs

intaining the file in

nor would it serve

those usereadequatirclwho felt they had PrOprietary rights over names

they developed themselves. In consequence, each EUREKA site in the Los, .

A'
Angeles area.is maintaining separate Usel".files in hard-copy form keyecI4

to EUREKAIrciccup,tiops?.by the four-digit occupational codes.

Technical assistance on the development and

was provided to EUREKA users in Sacramento, San Francisco, Santa Clara

County, Fresno, and San'Diego.

maintenance of a VISIT file,

MEASUREMENT:

Samples of the VISIT file c;iinpuier printoUts are included as Appendix D

and a saalble of the pamphlet distributed to prospective VISIT file

enrollees is included as Appendix E.

A handbook on how to solicit and format VISIT file data has been developed

and gi.Ben wide circulation. Four coPies'bE this handbook have been in-

cluded with other bulkier materials.

---OBJECTIVE FOUR:

To study and encourage use of the System by women, the handicapped and

the disadvantaged, to include System mOdifications, either proposed or

effected, to increase the effectiveness Of the System for thike users.

ACTUAL OUTCOME:

EUREKA was made available to handicapped users at elle the EUREKA

sites throughout California, including the handicapped students' project

at Moorpark College, where EUREKA is used with handicapped students

exclusively.

Our study of the occupational information needs of the ',handicapped

(disabled) suggests that information is most useful when it is most oba

jective, that, when it 13 structured in terms of what the job requires

rather than what employers went. odr entire effort has been to restruc-

ture the data base in this way. The data in this study was collected frOm

professionals, such as rehabilitation counselors, in a\wariety of settings.



)\

Disablli4es under Scrutiny were physical, mental, emotional, and cm-
,

binatirs of these. A list was compiled of types of impairments with

whic counselors most frequently work. Informational needs were established

on eking conditions, physical demands, temperment/Amotional adjustment

,tJ#ttors, etc. Occupational descriptions in the system have and will con-

:Alli,rtinue to reflect this additional information.
r

Another.study.of special user needs coned of in-depth interviews which

were conducted at seven high school and community college user sites to

determine the extent.of use by the disadvantaged, their interaction

with the system, and their special needs. Academic, cultural, economic

and social difficulties were examined and assessed. The interviewees

held a variety of staff positions but all helped students in the use of

EUREKA. Depending upon the particular institution, responses to questions,

.at times differed. However, a commonality of reaction did emerge and

recommendations of ways to improve the system for the disadvantaged,are

presented in the report.
0

Many EUREKA user sites used EUREKA to focus their Outreach counseling.

efforts. Community colleges counselors took portable computer terVals

to feeder high schools and helped high school seniors.explore the.occu-

plitional and educati6options open to them. Seventh-Step Foundation

counselqrs in Los Angeles took their portable terminal into prisons to

help in the counseling of offenders who were curious about their options

on the outside.

To eliminate sexist terms and sex stereotyping from EUREKA, staff re-

viewed all occupational descriptions, and terms such as "journeyman,"

"craftsman," and "bus boys" were replaced with non-sexist terms from

the lateit U.S. Department of Labor publications.

MEASUREMENT:

A copy of "Labor Market Information' Needs for Career Counseling of the

Disabled" Is attached as Appendix F.

A copy of the "Report on the Use of EUREKA'S? Disadvantaged Students"

Is attached as Appendix G.

Field reports from Outreach counselors at Diablo Valley College and the

Seventh-Step Foundation confirm use of the system in Outreach situations.



Diablo_Vlley College Out

A. two-week period at every c

each efforts consisted of using EUREKA over a

ne,of its feeder, high schools. Al least 900

student's paticipated. The Seventk-Step Foundation has incorporated EUREKA

into itsfigular Outreach efforti and uses the portable terminal to assist

in counselingnmates.on a regular basis.' Both of these uses were con-(

firmed by staff..

Elimination of,sexist terms and sex stereotyping was confirmed by both

stOrand user oi;serUtions.

---OBJECTIVE FIVE:

To publicize the availability of this high quality voca$ional guidance

and counseling tool which is fully tran'Sportable, to local education

agencies:thi-oughout the state.

ACTUAL OUTCOME:

Project staff, together with a professional team of graphics consultants,

produced two_EUREKA slide-tape shows. One describes how the system works.

an ed for demonstrations,; the other outlines the step-by-step process

for g the system and is used in training sessions both with career

center staff and with student users.

The availability of EUREKA was publicized widely throughout California

by project staff who put on demonstrations and workshops and exhibited

at conferences. Project staff developed a press kit which was distributed

to all user sites so they, too, could gain media exposure for EUREKA.

Project staff.wrote .34 published three issues of a newsletter called

PROSPECTS and distributed approximately nine-hundred copies to local

educational agencies, users, state staff, federal agencies, and other

Calfornians who might be interested in guidance and counseling.

'MEASUREMENT:

Both slide-tape shows are available on loan to anyone. Because of the

expense involved, duplicate copies are not available to include with

this report. The formatof the slide-tape show used for training is

being changed to filmstrip-cassette so it can be duplicated cheaply and

distributed readily to every user site in the fall.

A copy of the actual press kit is littached as Appendix H , and copies of

the Fast two issues of PROSPECTS are attached as Appendicies I and J.

Evidence of 'workshops, demonstrations, and conference partiCipation is



--

To coordinate'effortS in Llementing and experimenting with EUREKA

IrOBJECTIVE SIX:

4

among the sites. currently using the System..in California and dissem-

inating these findings to those in other states operating similar systems.

ACTUAL OUTCOME: 4 .

9. '1

All EUREKA materialt have been shared with those, in °tiler s es operating

similar systtms.

-..

. )

'Training sessions were condutted at all of the individaal sites that are

involved with EUREKA, including those, which' had committed themselves to

it on a,long-term bas is and those which had -chosen tolry ion a two-

month'trial basis. -

Projec staff wrote and published a 108-pagelcounse)or's implementation

handb2k which they titled "Inside EUREKA." Each user site received at

least one copy. .

The eight procedures and activities mentioned in Section Three under

Objective Six were integrated with the activities of this project.

Tv.0 new computer versions-of EUREKA, one for the Burroughs and the othe4.

for the POP -11, became available during-the time period covered by this

project, and the data entry program for the HP 2000F was streamlined.

. Project staff met with the EUREKA Board of Directors tIAe tirkeAuring
- ,

the year and met with the entire-EUREKA Consor rtcfnce.

As mentioned under Objective Five's actual outcome,-PROSECTS, the user

newsletter was published three times during the year.

MEASUREMENT:

Portions of the above outcomes can only be measured by staff observation,

especially sharing of EUREKA materials with other states, conduct ;train-

ing sessions, integrating the eight procedures and activities me ebned

for this objective in Secion Three, and making new computer versions

available.

The counselor's implementation handbook is included with this report as

a project product.

References to the EUREKA Board and Consortium meetings in the user news-
.

letter indicates that these meetings were held.



,
.

-;--08JECTIVE SEVEN:
# , 4,. : ,. N
,,To prepare evaluatiilpn reports for the-Career Education Task Force

Y .

do;iering'011? results of this project and any others relating to EUREKA..

AeTUAL OUTCOME:

'Thiee 4uarterly reports covering project activities` have been submitted
a °

so far, one of whichincluded a third-party evaluation report. Thlii\

final report is the las.t of the reports scheduled for completion unJer

this objective.
C.,

MEASU4MENT: .

.
. .

The.fourrreports referred to above have been or are being submitted to
,

the EUREKA project monitor for distribution and hence constitute ful-

fillment of this objective.

z



.DifferenCes Between Anticipated and Actual Outcomes and the Reasons for the

:Differences.

--- OBJECTIVE ONE:

To provide acc+te and curretitewide vocational program Information,

including apprenticeship training and Regional Occupational Progi.ams.

DIFFERENCES: ,

After solving., the initial problem of establ

. there was,no disparity between expetiati9tr-inf

v//4)

tonal program data inclusiOn. Classificat

ticipated. However, EUREKA Staff look fo

bank printoutc,which will simplify logistics.

I

isbing an infrmation sojrce,

actual. utcome of voca+

ion and'entry progressed as
,,

rward to the orthcOming couke

BJECTIVE TWO:

Topfovide an employer file with information on employers'

quirements and working conditions.

DIFFERENCES:

As noted in "actual outcomes" there was

and actual outcomes for this objective.

---OBJECTIVE THREE:

To activate and expend the EUREKA files dglig;ed to introduce people

making vocational choicet to those 4110 are already actively engaged in

vocations of interest.

DIFFERENCES:

The differences between anticipated outcomes and actual outcomes for this

Objective were confir=med entirely toarea differences. Project staff

doubled VISIT file coverage in Contra Costa County from the anticipated

outcomes which stipulated that only the West Contra Costa County area

would actually have a VISIT.fle. In actuality, both the East and the

surest parts of the county were covered. Staff made this change to com-

pensate for problems in developing files elsewhere and to serve the many

existing EUREKA users in the East Contra Costa County area.

hiring re-

no difference between anticip41101

10.

The other area specified as one where a VISIT file would be developed

wash Central Los Angeles. After soliciting assistance, from Los Angeles

area EUREKA users, the VISIT file coordinator determined that those kites

which had developed their own lists already mere guarding them jealously

and would not permit them to be computerized and made available to all



.

EUREKA users in the area. In -light of this disco ,tEUREKA staff

chose to assist the Los Angeles sites id icoiordinatin their existing'

lists with EUREKA occupations and in augmenting their lists with new

names related specifically to EUREKA otcupations. 4° .

.

,

. .

)

---0i1JECTIVE f9URf

To study and encourage use of the,Systemby women, the handicapoedand

the disadvantag , to i ude System modifications, tither proposed or

effected, 'to
/
pasg he effectiveness of the System for these users.

DIFFERENCES: ." ,:f

comes," there was no difference between anticipated

for Its objectrVe.

,
allability of this high quality'vocat 1 guidance

g tool which is fully transportable to loc 4 education

agenii throughout the state.
,A

DIFFE ES:

R014,, ted in

.:were. exceeded by the actual outcomes.

-*ACTIVE SIX:

To coordinate efforts in implementing'and experimenting with EUREKA

a

"actual outcomes," the anticipated outcomes for his objective

among the sites currently using the-System in California and dissem-

inating these findings to those in other stases operating similar

systems.

DIFFERENCES:

As noted in "actual outcomes" there was no difference between anticipated

and actual- outcomes for this object

'..-108JECTIVE SEVEN:

:to prepare evaluation reports the Career Education Task Force

covering tht results of thi4 project 00 any others relating to EUREKA.

DIFFERENCES: WithAie'submission of this final report,

has been met, and there is no difference between its

actual objectives.

.06

Objective Seven

anticipated and



4

6.
1

Dissemination of Project Products and Services.

a

. -

The'foflowing projeceproducts were,distributed'Ziuring the period May 1, 1978,
*

through June 30, 1,979:

,* UserdHandbook .

* Counseor's inprleneWtation hand dIside EUREKA

*Three newsletters, Prospects

CIS brochure 1 ,

oe
Information

i
sheet entitled, "How to ImplemeaUUREKA"

;: Implemeptating the VISIT File handbook -

* Sample computer printout

* Occupational Data
( ie Or

Five different 24" x " sters and the same set reduced to 8/" x 11"*

--1\c
e

44'=Wall chart s ing instru tions for us1.129)EURW

Pr
.

Two slide/le e- shows, one describing how the Systemcoperates and another

on the use oflUEST and the informatio4_,Wes,

EUREKA sgestion cards

Addltions Snd correction. card
'I

Services ProvidedOuring the rport period include the following kind and

number: O

Demonstrat oil/ workshops - -These workshops, numbering over fifty, were con-

ducted t a variety of sites including high schools:colleges and

..uniVersities, and counseling services. Use was made of a portable

-

4Armihal,and selected products such as the 'slide-tape show and printed
, ,

*
Materials.

Following is a sample of the types of institutions and geographic loCations:

High schools in Los Angeles, Simi Valley, San'Francisco,,parin County,

Oakland, Co tra Costa County, San Mateo County, Claremont, Pomona,

Riverside an Monterey Peninsula.

Community colleges, California state colleges, Universitvi\gii. California

campuses, and private colleges in Fresno, San Diego, Sacramento,

Contra Costa County, Santa Clara, San Mateo, San Francisco, Alameda

County, Marin County, Los Angeles County,-hico, San Jose, Clovis,

Indian Valley, Marysville, and Modesto.

*Four sets of these materials have been submitted with this report.



Counseling services.such as.Jewish Vocational Service in Los Angeles

and San Francisco, Open.R d roject in Santa Barbara, 7th Step Founda-
.

on, a program for prison nma es and ex-offenders in San Leandro,
J1

Prdject ACCESS in Ukiah, Comprehensive Rehabilitation Services in

Arcadia and San Jose.

Conferences -' EUREKA staff participated in numerous conferences/coriventions:

Ihe,American College Personnel Association Convention, the California

Personnel end Guidance Association Convention, The American Personnel

and\Guidan,:e Association Convention, the Association of Computer-

Based Systems for Career Information Convention, the Conference on

CompOerized Counseling, The California Advocates for Re-Entry Education

Convention, the Community College Counselors Conference, the California

Cooperative Education Association anference and the Industry Education

Conference.

Training Workshops- hese workshops were held at user sites to train

counselors, teache s, student aides, administrators, and career center

staff in the,use of EUREKA,ywith special emphasis on the use of QUEST.

. r

These sites included Moorpark College, Sierra College, U.C. Irvine,

U.C. Berekley, College of Alameda, Liberty Union High School (Brentwoo

College of Marin, Mt. Diablo School District Career Trailer Wogram,

'Mills High School (San Mateo), Berkeley High School, Gunn High School

(Palo Alto)", De Anza College, Cubberly High School (Palo Alto), Diablo

Valley College, allIthe high schools,in the Richmond Unified School

District, Fresno City'College, Mercy High Sc ool (San Francisco),

.1University of San Francisco, San Diego Cou y Office of Education,

Imperial Valley College, and Sacramento county Office of Education.

Public Relations--In this area, a pre- kit was developed which was made

available to all our user sites.

A number of newspaper article on EUREKA were published. Two of these

are attached as Apindix K

Over 40 presentations were made to cOmmunity service clubs in aft effort

to recruit VISIT File resource persons. These also served to publiciie



the availability of EUREK, in the various communities of Contra Costa

County. Some of these organizations and their locations. are: The

Rotary Clubs of Pinole, Richmond, San Pablo, El Sobrante, El Cerito,

Pleasant Hill and Pittsburg; The Soroptomists Clubs of El Cerrito,

Richmond, and Pleasant Hill; and thrPinole Junior Chamber of Commerce.

9 .3



7. Internal Evaluation Activities

Obviously in a, project as ambitious as this, internal evaluatiof had to

mibstitute for lengthy evaluation studies.- Numerous decisions had to be made

in minutes, hours, days, or weeks which, under .other circumstances, would have

`taken months or years.

The frgmework for this internal evaluation was sound enough, and,it would

seem from the wide acceptance of theses Its of this project thy the results

wvre quite reasonable. The framework, f om top to bottom, consisted of the

'following: the consortium meeting, the board meetings,/the executive meetings,

the staff meetings, the staff sdetion meetings, and the individual staff

decisions. Only the latter four actually involved this project.

two involve EURICA as a whole.

The first

Internal evaluation activities and results have already been detailed

regarding the formatting of ROC/P information and the inclusion of a computer-

ized VISIT file-for the central Los Angeles area.

Other internal evaluation activities and results whichtlibht be of interest

to those reading this report are related to apprenticeship information, employer

information formatting, and sex --bias elimination.

Apprenticeship...Information development staff examined the available

apprenticeship data base to ascertain which information would'be most useful

to EUREKA users. Detailed requirements were included on the existineappren-

ticeships registered with the state (and a few with the federal government).

Those requirements and tips introduce a list of the actual offices where

further apprenticeship information may be obtained on a sp4cific occupation.

Employer information formatting...To save computer storage space and pre-

sent a manageable number of employers for user examinati the executive staff

elected to develop general industrial descriptions which Mere broader and more

comprehensive than individual employer profiles. Both the general industrial

descriptions and individual employer profiles have been included in the files,

however, to test user reactions.

Sex Bias...Staff reviewed the Labor Department publication on elimination

of sex bias in occupational titles. During lively staff debates, they con-
.,

sidered various alternatives, such as listing non-traditional occupations for

women- ,
This was rejected because it was not in keeping with. basic occupational

information presented from a neutral standkint.

Since QUEST makes no, reference to sex lin any of its questions, and the

examples used are not sex-related users assessing themselves get-lists without



One of the advantages kiherent in the EUREKA project was that the results of

project decision-making were subject to scrutiny bThundreds of users every day'

they gat ar computer' terminals using EUREKA. Newo-computertapes rpfleOting

decisions made through .internal evaluatLon were di.stributed every four months, and

users were encouraged to submit thei.4- reactions to changes. Userservices.staff

visited sites and solicited written and v bal comments on specific aspects of the

"end product". Even the back cover of eke:User Handbook asked users for feedback,

giving the project's addresses and suggesting that project office be contacted

dirlectly with any comments or suggestions.

Statistical data was collected automatically by a EUREKA subprogram which is

currently operational only on a few of the comptiters used for EUREKA. ThE data

collected represents usage at 4 community colleges and 2 )'sigh schools.. (See

Appendix L.) In addition, scanable evaluatiOn forms were sent to all user sites

(see Appendix M) and the results have been summarized. (see Appendix N.)

The average time needed by each client varied greatly depending on the site.

This reflects widely differing styles of-using the computer.. While an unassisted

high school student may take'up to an hour to interact with QUEST and explore all

of the information files, clients who are further along in the decision-making

process or who are working closely.ith counselors may find 15 minutes sufficient.

The composite average time spent per user was 28 minutes.

A The most frequently used component was the occupational descriptions. (DESC) (used

,1275 times) Users. requested information on- preparation (PREP) for 3'out of 4

occupation.explored. Programs of training or study (PROG) (used 513 times) were,

accessed less than half as often as occupations, and school information (SCH)

Was requested half again as often (used 243 times). 'QUE,ST was used by 2 out of 3

Users. Half of the users indicated onthe self-report form that they did not

change their QUEST list. This would indicate that those who did' use the WHY NOT

feature, asked about an average of 3 occupations and changed an average of 2

QUEST answers to get a better list.

The most frequently accessed occupations, programs, and schools varied widely.

This reflects_ the differences in the communities using EUREp and indicgtes that

the breadth of the files causes them to be useful in a wide variety of settings.'

From the users' self-reported information a profile of the typical user can be

compiled. Most clients learned about EUREKA from a teacher. The majority were of

high school age and had never held a job. Almost half of the users wanted occupa-

tional information and an equal number indicated that occupational information was

the most valuable result of using the system. One-fourth of the users wanted



gURLA to help them in choosing-An occupation and one thind repoqted assistance in

this area as the most important result.,
Three-fouTs of the users indicAted that thks yias eir first time to use

EUREKA and they spent 5 to minutes preparing to use' it. The same number found

the instructiOns'in the han book clear, with almost as,..high a rating given to the

computer responses. The overwhelmirib majority reported that EUREKA was easy to use,

with mSchine failures eeported as the major problem.

QUEST received quite high ratings-. The final QUEST listlwas rated 2.8 on a 4

point scale (B-4) and users reported an average of.4.7 interesting occupations on
.

Iheir lists which they had not previously considered. Since one goal of QUEST is

to,provide a reality check forfantasy occupations, itviS,nofrxpected,to be well

liked by users. But its other purpose is to suggest new opcupations tA3 cPnsider,

and this goal was met quite well.

Ratings of each of the informational components were quite'high.

areas the rating4 averaged between "Excellent" and "Good". Occupat

tions and lists of schools where a program is offered were rated esp

Bibliography (BIB) received the lowest rating, 2.7 on a 4 point scale U-

Keeping in mind the success of QUEST in suggesting new occupations of interest

toebsers and the overall high rating given to the information, it is not sur-

prising that over half of the users reported that',their plans had changed as a

result of using EUREKA.

When asked what was missing from EUREKA that the users needed, the only
-

requests were for two new occupations. Combining this with the overall high'

ratings given to the information, it is reasonable to conclude that mose users

found the information relevant, easy to access, and very useful.



8. Modification of the Project to Make It More Successful.

If a project's success is to be measured by whether or not it has accom-

.... plished it objectives, then as indicated repeatedly in this final report, the

EUREKA Project has indeed been successful. Its objectives have even been

exceeded on many counts through the initiative, resourcefulness, expertise,

dedication, and inventiveness of a professional staff.

Staff believe that no modifications in the project itself could have made

it more successful.



APPENDIX A

4141'4 ADIIII; iu DO FORM AND SCAFFOLD BUILDING, RnUun thAri-
ING, FINISHING AND FRE-FAB CONCRETE INSTALLING; KNOWLEDGE OF USE
AND (At.E OF-TOOLS. FOHIPMENT AND MATERIALS (IF THE TRADE; 1NOW-
LEDGE. uF BLUEPRINT hEALIING, SAFETY PRACTICES, LAYOUT TECHNWUE
AND Opuolw, RI0ULAII0N..

-PkEPAkAfIoN: ABOUT HALF OF THE EMPLOYERs,:.. REQUIRE
SHIP TRAINING FOR LARPENTERS; HOWEVER, SOME GAIN SKILL':. THROUGH
INFORMAL uN-THII-JOB TRAINING OR BY TAKING CORRESPONDENCE OR VOLA-
TfuNAL CuURSES. COURSEWORK IN CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY IS OFFERED
Af SUMS COMMUNITY COLLEGE;...
A 4-YEAR APPRENTICESHIF PROGRAM PROVIDES A BROAD RANGE OF WORK
ExPERIENCE WHILE ON- T -.JOB TRAINING IS OFTEN MORE LIMITED IN
':.CUFF;. 4:-YEAR APPRE IcEsKIP TRAINING IS AVAILABLE FOR 'PECIAL-
TIES-SOCH AA SHIPWRI TS, PILEBUCKS AND AgfOUSTICACCARPENTER%:.
- RELATED EDUCATION L PROGRAM: APPRENTICESHIP TRAINING (PRuG
631), CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY PROGRAMS (280).
----- TIPS: APPRENTILEHIP APPLICANTS MUST HAVE A HIGH OCH001 DEGREE
uR G.E.D., AND PASS A NATIONAL QUALIFYING TEST. EXTRA CRIDIT IS
clvEN IN ME APRNTICESHIP INTERVIEW FOR MATH, SCIENCE AND ',HOP
cuuR':.E.':. AND PREVIOUS RELATED WORK. MOST CARPENTERS ARE JOURNEY
wiikkER5 THROOGHuUT THEIR WORKING CAREER, BUT SOME CAFTER SEVERAL.
)(EARS OF EXPERIENCE) CHOOSE EMPLOYMENT OPTIONS THAT INCLUDE CAR-
PENTRY SUPERVI%7.0R, GENERAL CONSTRUCTION SUPERVISOR, CONSTRUCTION
',11PERVISoR oR SELF-EMPLOYMENT.

FOR INFORMATION UN APPRENTICESHIPS IN YOUR LOCAL,ITY, CONTACT

uNE OF THE FOLLSWING OFFICES;

iARPENTER': 46 N. CALIF. COUNTIES
JOINT APPRENTICESHIP & TRAINING
1 OMMITTEE
6569 'CORPORATE AVE.

HAYWARD, A. '9545

:4 VICE OF JOINT APPRENTICESHIP
uMMITTEE
43 23R1)(111T.

SAN DIEGO, LA. 92188

CARPENTERS 44, N. cALIF. COUNTIES
JATc
4801 E. FREEMoNT
c,TOCKTuN, CA. 95205

AcRAMENTO CARFENTE.RS JATC
33 WATT AVE. .RM. 109

ACRAMENTu. A. 95821

CARPENTERS 4A. N. CALIF. COUNTIES
54,22 E. WESTOVER AVE.
FRESNO OAKS BLDG. SUITE 139-14
FRESNO, CA. '4-.:727

CARPENTER-7:. ONION *1040
LABOR TEMPLE
:4TH AND E
EUREKA, CA, 95501

CARPENTERS JAC
1155 TRITON DR. SUITE D
FOSTER CITY, CA. 94404

CENTRAL CITY OCC. CENTER
1646 S. OLIVE ST.
LOS ANGELES, CA. 90020

CARPENTERS LOCAL UNION #1235
602 10TH ST.
MODESTO, CA. 95.350

CARPENTERS LOCAL UNION #2043
210 W. 6T ST.
CHI CO, C A 95926

CARPENTER'S UNION OFFICE
2000 16TH ST.
SAN FRANCISCO, L.A. v4103

OFFICE OF JATC
1365 VANDER WAY
SAN JOSE, CA.
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APPENDIX C

EMPLOYER DATA IN A COMPUTERIZED CAREER'INFORMATION SYSTEM

BACKGROUND

Career information is generally'considered to include all information about

jobs that is relevant to persons making vocational plans or choices. Information

about the specifics of the workplace-- iring practices, training and advance-

fall within this scope. The need for

documented in various studies.
1

ment policies of specific employers--clear

such information in counseling settings has

Further evidence Of need is that career centers in many contexts regularly soli51

information from employers and provide it, in various forms, to their clients.

Computerized'- Career Information Systems (CIS's)would appear to offer an

efficient way of maintaining and delivering employer data. To date, the only effort

in this direction has been by the Colorado Career Information System (COCIS),. which

has brief profiles of some 100 large employers that can be accessed by'computer.

There are several reasons why there has not been greater development of such

data. First of all, gathering such data can be costly, and there is no general

agreement that the value to the user justifies the cost. There are also questions

of what are the best sources of data, how to format it, and how to avoid the pit-
,

falls of being used as an advertising or recruitment channel for certain employeis.

For data from some sources, questions of confidentiality and of proprietorship

are raised.

The users of EUREKA, The California Career Information System, wete interested

in adding employet data to the system, and to that end, support was obtained through

the Vocational Education Act of 1978, Subpart 3 Grant to Diablo Valley College and

the Richmond Unified School District.

The objectives of this component of the grant were to develop and test a model

for incorporating employer data for the San Francisco Bay area into the EUREKA

system.

The following report provides a description of the structure, content, and

technical requirements of this model.

1 Margaret Thal7Larsen, Stephan Laner and Donald Mayall, Requirements and Design of

a Labor Market Information System for a Large Metropolitan Area, (University of

California, Berkeley, 1972)
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DESIGOCDOSIDERATIONS

(-:
There were several important considerations whi h influenced the design of

1

the model. The system should be:
. . ,,,

1. Comprehensive: PIt should represent the full universe of employers If

the system were limited to data solicited from, and proyided by, sel ct,
..1

cooperative firms, users would not Have any information about the missing

parts and might drawr erroneous conclusions as a result`'

2. Meaningful to users: The information should e unders dableand rele-

vant to users. It relationship to other compshentt o the system.should
-i

be clear and should increase the user's
%i

understOnding 9 the world of work.
--,,,

3. Useful: It should be useflp to a variety of syStem clip tele, persons

exploring an occupation in depth, persons engagg elf-directed job
t.

Is

:search or considering job offers, and job develo rs.1i4. Generalizable: To the greatest extent fossible, t sho d be generalizable

to other labor market areas, and shoulcikilize stands statistical re-

porting categories and generally available databourc*

5. Localizable: It should permit the incldsiorOof Highly spaific local

data, where available and relevant, within the,sontext o4: the comprehensiN(0

framework and standard categories and concepts. 7

6. Transportable: It should be completely compatible will; ,software- ,

data entry, operating programs, and conversiai4rograml, an hence

transportable to all EUREKA users and other C1'S's.

.* -r
DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

Based upon the foregoing considerations, an emplo er information model was

designed based upon three interrelated components. ese were:

1. Industry files:, general descriptions of type of employers, which cover

the entire labor market. These files also contain a reference to occupations

and a list of employer:1;ot specified size.

2. Employer profiles: detailed ingormatibn on selected large employers iden-

tified in the industry file.

I)--'

3. 'Occupation- industry cross reference files: for each EUREKA occupation,

cross reference file that refers the use to th0 relevent industry, file

Industry Pile

An industry is a specific type of employing establishment such as a drug store

or a plumbing contractor. An industry cluster is ,a ixopp of closely related

:34



industries with similar working conditions and employment outlook. For example,

drug stores are included in the retail stores cluster, and.plumbing contractors in

the contract construction cluster.

The EUREKA industry file consists of 42 industry clusters, which include all

significant industrial categories found in California. These clusters are defined

in terms of 2-digit SIC codes, or groups of them. They are identified by 2-digit

access codes. The industry file has the following components:

Description

1. A general statement of the products or services provided by that in-

dustry and its relationship to the economy as a whole.

2. Indicators of the dimensions of the industry within the specified labor

rket area. This includes:
_

a. number of employees

b. number of firms

d. degree to which jobs are contrated in particular types of

firms, e.g., many small franchised outlets, few large manufac-

turing plants.

d. locational information, e.g., in central business district, in

waterfront area, on local buelines.

3. Factors causilig changeS in volume of job opportunities in the industry.

These may include:

a. seasonality

b. turnover

-c. long term trend

d. special factors such as port 23evelopment

4 General working conditions such as

a. type and level of benefit structure, e.g., in contract construc-

tion, benefits tend to be high, while in hotels and restaurants,

they are minimal.

b. availability of, and industry policy on, in-service and on-the-

job training

c. promotion and advancement policy

d. facilities for the handicapped.

5. General hiring practices

a. hiring categories,'e.g., office, technical, plant, crafts

b. typical methods of hire fireictroffirbegory

'hfftitt
c. existence of special features such as work snaring, temporary,

and part-ttme jobs.

-3- 3 .5



Entry Jobs '

A li,;t of jobs which may be entered by outside hire', by persons with

necessary qualifications. This list will be arranged by-hiring categories,

where appropriate,,aed will include EUREKA titles and access numbers.

Major Employers

Direc y following the descriptive statement is the Employelist. The

Employer list includes the name, address, and phone number of employers in

the induStry category. Also included, where known, is the size group and

whether this location is a headquarters, branch, or local establishment.

The employers listed in this section are arranged by geographic area and

in descending order of size within the area. Parts of this section can be

skipped by the user by hitting the carriage return, or the entire section

can be skipped by hitting a period and return.

Employer Profiles

Detailed information on selected large employers are included in the employer

profile section. Thesefiles are accessed by 5-digit code numbers, of which the

first two digits are the same as the industry cluster number and the remaining

three are a serial number.

(see page 5 for Employer File-Format)

The Occupation - Industry Cross-reference File

For every occupation in the EUREKA file. there is a corresponding Occupation-

Industry Cross-reference file. This file contains the titles and 2-digit access

codes for every industry cluster.that provides significant employment opportunities

for that occupation.

The purposes of this file are to illustrate to the user the range of employers

that exist for most types of jobs, to encourage the user to think of the industry

setting as another dimension of a career and to consider the consequences of working

in various settings

This file also serves as an index to the Industry files, so that each industry

description and its employer litst can be stored in one computer location.

-e)

c3 J
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EMPLOYER FILE FORMAT.

1. Identifying information:

a. firm name

b. hiring office address

c. name of person to contact

d. telephone number

e. work location(s) (if different)

2. Brief description of employer:

a. products or services'

. b. size

c. 'type

3. Hiring practices (for each major entry route):

a. specific titles of entry jobs

b. how to apply, directly through unions,

c. requirements for hiring, qualification /, education, age

4. Training programs:

a. in-service

b. external, company pays, employee rays

c. apprenticehsip

5. Benefits:

ES

a. medical-dental

b. leave

c. profit-sharing

insurance

e. retirement

f. other

6: Advancement policy:.

a. based upon employee evaluation, merit

b. based upon bidding, seniority.

c. other

7. Accessability

a. what transit lines are near the firm'

b. hhat parking is available at or near the,fiim

c. what accommodations are available for the disabled

8. Special employment considerations:

a. categories'in which temporary or summer hires are made

b. categories in which part-time hires are made

c. arrangements for work sharing, flexible hours



SOFTWARE CONSIDERATIONS,

Entry

All employer data is loaded in a file labeled EMPL19 using the WAY program.

The area 19 designation refers to the San'Francisco Bay,area, and users must in-

diCate that they want San Francisco area data to be able to access any part of

this file. This can best be done l*tiping "SF" at the end of the access command.

nibs, EMPL15 SF would accesskthe Contract Construction IndUstry file, EMPL1414 SF

would-access the Stenographers cross-reference file.

Cross reference files and3rofile of major employers could be developpd on

a state-widebasis and loaded in.to the common area, 00, while locally specific

data such as employer lists and profiles of smaller employers would be loaded in

specific area files. Thedriver program would provide the user with the common

data; followed by the specific data for the area the user was interested in.

Space Requirements

The cross-reference° iie requires at least one HP record per EUREKA occupation
41,

number, currently 260, estimated to rise to 330 by the end of 1979. The data itself

consists of about 240 characters per .occupation and hence rarely will exceed one

record per occupation. NO additional space is required in the OCC2 file, since all

OCC numbers are already -there.

The Employer profile and Industry file titles must be added to the OCC2 file,

hence additional records will be required in that fikle, on for each title. The CIS

software treats the -digit Industry access codes the same as 2-digit Occupational

cluster codes, hence Industr 14-file codes must be 2-digit numbers not used for

occupation clusters. Leading z4ros are suppressed, leaving 90 possible codes,

which 26 are currently used for occupation. It appears the 42 access codes are

sufficient for the Industry' files. The Employer profiles use the same 2-digits,as

the Industry file, permittingmlip to 999 profiles per industry--far in excess of

current mini-computer storage.'

Space regilirements of the Employer profile

will vary but ids estimated as:follows:

Employer profile

Industry file

-.1 record per employer

and Industry data in the'EMPL file

2 records.per industry and 1 record for every 20 employers
on the industry list



Est ted space required for test model:

File

occ2 42 industry-codes 42 HP records

15 profile cycles 5

EMPL19 42 industry files 84

125'employer names 7

15 profiles .30

260 cross reference files '275

453

DATA CONSDERATIONS

Sources

1. . Cross-reference files: The best source of data on occupations by indus-

..try, fox" the occupation- industry cross-reference files, is the "Extended Matrix,".

which is prepared by the%California Employment Development Department (EDDY, as part

of the Occupation Employment StAt1stics (OES) progra0.. The data currently avail-

able uses the Census Bureau data base and occupational categories (440). This

source*rovides estimates of. employmentlhy occupation within Census industry

category (201) for the state as a whole and labor market areas within the state.

In the near fUture,data based upon employer, surveys, using the somewhat different

OES classifidation code, will supplant the current series.

Another source of data used in the test model was the employer survey data
0

collected in 1976 and 1977 in five San Francisco Bay Area counties by the Center

for Bducational Planning in San Joke. These surveys used OES survey procedures,

3rd edition DOT and tensus'occupational titles and 3-digit SIC codes. This

source, thus, provides greater detail than OES, but is of limited value for a

statewide system since there is no comparable data for Southern California. There

is also no committed funding to maintain the data, whereas OES"is an on-going,

federally funded, statistical program.

2. Industry, files: Data on industry structure, size and trend by labor

market area is available from reports published by EDD, principally Cali ornia.

EmploYaint and Payrolls, 'and the Annual Plannin.Reports. Information on orking

conditions and hiring practices must be developed byanalystS, iiCmuch the same

way as the occupational description, using industry studies, collective bargaining

agreements, and publicatiOns of the firms themselves.



There are a number of sources for Employer lists, each with certain drawbacks..

These are:

a. Proprietary sources such as Contacts Influential or_Bay Area.mploSrers Guide.;

these,have-an initiA. cost and limitations on their use
I .

b. The yellow pages of the telephone book; this gives, no indication of size

and may not give a clear picture of industrial activity.

c. Directories prepared by chambers of commerce; these usually exclude

certain industries.

d. Public agency sources such as the Franchise Tax Board and EDD,1which

place certain restrictions on the use of the data:

3. Employer profile data: The only source of this 's direct solicitation of

the employing establishment. Such data gathering was out ide. the scope of, the VEA

grant. Hence profile information for the test model was limited to that available

from user sites, notably Santa Clara County Office of Education and Diablo Valley

College Outreach Project.

Access to Data

0
Access to spec c employer data is sometimes restricted:as in the case of

private sources, by co yright law, and as in the case of public sources, by

policy or regulation. In some cases, there are statutory restrictions. The

California Unemployment Insurance Code states "information furnished to the

director (of the Employment Development Department) by an employing unit...shall

riot be open to the public..." and "such information may be tabulated and published

in statistical form...except that the name of the employing unit or of any worker

shall never. be divulgOd." (Sec. 1094) This statute applies only to data which

employers are required by the UI code to submit to the agency. EDD has, at times,

made certain employer data available to the public, notably information ,on closed
4job orders and lists and directories of employers, primarily as a service to

jobseekers.
1

The Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 532) provides.public access to data

collected by government agencies. General information on employers, such as name,

location, and. type of business activity appear to be accessable under this)statute.

1Curtis C. Aller'et al, Evaluation or the Hayward Manpower Delivery System
Concept, p. 19.
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In precedent cases it has been held that, data about employers may be ex-

entpted from disclosure only if disclosure would result in significant competitive

injury to the company. The employer's right to privacy clearly does not include

a right to do business anonymously.

These problems do not arise where the information is provided directb> by

mployer and with their informed consent to its use for career. guidance. Many

Local Education Ayn4cies (LEA's) have long made it a policy to gather such infor-

Station and report that they Maintain good relations with the employer community.

The best approach to obtaining employer data for a computerized guidance

information system appears to be to use the resources of LEA's to gather employer

profile data, in accordance with standard procedures, and to assemble this into

a comprehensive structure. The aggregate dimensions of the structure would be

developed from the published reports prepared by EDD. Tice list of employer names

should use some public agency source to insure that coverage is complete.

e
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EUREKA VISIT FILE



FOREWORD

Why is your involvement in the VISIT file an important
contribution to your community?'

By agreeing to participate, you could very possibly
help some people make the most important choice of
their lives, the career choice. These people need
interaction with people working in various occupations
to learn what the world of work is all about. You
wail have a chance to share some of that knowledge
of your occupation which normally is gained only
through years of experience. Through this inter -.
action, you will be helping peo0e help themselves
in making the right occupational choices or preventing
the making of wrong choices.

Finally, this interaction allows you to influence the
educational process '"in the c This input
will foster understanding etween those Involved in
education and the communi y at large.

This booklet is made up of questions and answers
aimed at answering some of the questions you may
have about your involvement In the VISIT file.
We truly hope that you will find your involvement
in this effort to be both rewarding and enjoyable.

AP
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Who uses Eureka?

Eureka is used in many hi
4-year colleges, and go
is expanding rapidly andiee
where clients need inforMet1

1, community colleges
iencies. Use of Eureka
sed in many institutions
ut the world of work.

How does the user get accilt§lto my name?

The Eureka Career Information System is a new organi4Otion
,-designed to provide computerized occupational information
for vocational guidance purposes in various areas through-
out California, The VISIT file is one part of this infor-
mation system and is designed to provide the user of the
system with an opportunity to talk to someone actually
workinsin an occupation of interest to him or her. Since
your nee is stored in the computer, the user receives a
printout of your name when he or she request the VISIT
file for your occupation.

Is this information about me secured a ainst naut
use?

e .

Yes. VISIT file information will only be made available
to the users of the system. There are electronic safe-
guards in the computer to prevent unauthorized accessing
of the information.

What other kinds of information are available?

Eureka has several other files which contain: Current
employment outlook, wages and skills needed for the
Job; ways to prepare for the occupations; training and
education programs in California; schools where the
educational programs are offered; and a bibliography
which lists publications pertinent to each occupation
which are available in career centers and libraries.

I 3



Where is this computer located?

The Eureka Project is Operational at many comppter
. centers throughout CaliforniarYour Visit File
Coordinator will tell you which computer lists
your name in the Visit File. Your name will be
listed only in your area..

41
Now that Ism on the VISIT file. what happens next?
11"

You may be contacted by an individual who would like
to discuss your,occupation with you. Since there
will be more that one name per occupation on the file,
your name may not be selected. On the other hand, if
you feel that too many people are contacting you, you
may have your name removed either temporarily or
permanently.

How !ono should an interview with an individual
take?

You can make your interviews as long or as short
as you desiile. Probably, half an hour will be
about Tight.



Where should an IntIrview be held?

tWwould be helpiut,If the interviews could be
held at your place.pf work, so a person4ould
Aft where you work and what you do, as well, as
hear about it.

When these interviews take place, what might
these people want to know?

Some of the Individuals coming to interview you
will probably be nervous and may not know what to
ask. If an interviewer asks a question you do
not wish to answer, tell him so frankly.

The person coming to talk with you has access to
.other resources for personal counseling and guidance;
,therefore, your interview does not need to deal with
his personal problems.

The following arei.some of the questions usually
covered in a vocational interview:

1. What is your Job like? ( A typical 40:what
do you do? What kind of problems do Au deal
with?)

0
2. What are the most important personal set's-

factions and dissatisfactions connected with
your occupation?

3. Some intervievers will ask what contribution
your occupation makes to society. What are the
ethIcsof your occupation? What social obligations
go along with a job in your occupation? What kinds
of organizations do you have to join?

4. What things did you do before you entered this
occupation? Which have been helpful?

47



Will people be coming to these Interviews lookirg
for lobs?

No. Eureka intends to give Information about occppations
to people who are ghoosing a career. Some indivfiluals
may be seeking Job it's not your responsibility to
assist them in this search.

Is there a lot of paperwork involved?

No. Once a year, we will, contact you to ask if you
would like to remain on the VISIT file. At that
time, we hope that you would share your experiences
and observations related to those who have visited
you.

What happens if I go on a Alcation or my address or
teicihone number changes?

If you are going to be unavallable.for a period lon4er
than four weeks, please contact us. Also, if your
address or phone number changes, a phone call is all
that is required.

If I have questions or problems to discuss, jo should
I contact?

If you have any questions or problems, please contact:

Crol Johnston
Eureka Visit File Coordinator
Diablo Valley College
Pleasant Hill, CA 94523
(415) 827-5877

who will be coordinating the VISIT fife in your area.

0
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LACIOR MARKET INFORMATION NEEDS FOR CAREER COUNSELING OF Till PISABLED

OBJECTIVE ,

This study was conducted as part of the VEA Subpar* Proioct to determine E YPea
of labor market and educational information needed for carder counseling
disabled youth and adults. The data was obtained through interviews with rehabil-.
itation counselors and with teachers and other professionals who provide counsel
in the absence of counselors in a variety of.Attings. It is intended that infor-
mation of the types found to be needed will be added to EURLKA files to the extent
that funding for this activity is available.

THE CLIENTELE

Disabled persons needing career counseling range from adolescents with,conqenital
impairments to mature persons having considerable work experience but needing to
change occupations because of a recently sustained disability caused by illness
or injury. A

Entrants.to the labor market are people preparing to ent employment for
the first time. Most disabled clients who are entrants : con-
genital disabilities or disabilities caused by Al mess or .!;4, ich occurred
at an early age. Some entrantsj however, are adults who did not previously enter
the labor market because.of household responsibilities, because they had not
previously received the'necessary counseling and assistance or training to'do so,
or 'for other reasons. The youth, and most adult entrants, lack familiarity with
their own abilities and interests as they relate to employment. Sometimes, too,
their physical, emotional, or mental disabilities havecreated learning disabil-
ities, and the client may be well behind grade level in one or more academic
subjects. Thus, in career counseling, entrants frequently need considerable
assistance in identifying their interests and aptitudes as well as detailed
labor market information which specifies the aptitudes and abilities required for
each occupation.

Reentrants, on the other hand, are people who have had substantial paid work
experience. Generally, disabled clients who are reentrants are adults who had no
severe disability during their growing years; fewer reentrants than entrants had
serious learning disabilities during their school years. Most have had success-
ful work experience in one or more occupations and are familiar with their own
vocational strengths and interests. They usually need less analysis of their
own abilities than do entrants, but they still need labor market information
which specifies the aptitudes and abilities required for each occupation.

THE DISABILITIES

le disabilities of these clients vary widely'and occur in many combinations.
Physical, mental, and emotional disabilities often exist in combination. In one°

client, for example, a neurological malfunction may cause a speech impairment,
which may cause an emotional problem and inability to net along well with most
other people. However, another client with a similar speech impairment may have
no emotional problems.



From the point of view of the career counselor, the cause of the diSability is
less important than its manifestation. For example, mental retardation has the
ae oonseguences 4 tional choice whether it is genetic or is caused by

damage from a h rstance. And. inability to'lift heavy loads is the same
whether caused b earl ailment or. a back injury. Therefore, counselors need
vocational info tion which relates to abilities required, .rather than to

. occupations wh 'are not compatible with specific disabilities.

Counselors indicate that the impairments listed below are those with which they
work most often and are those for which they need information about the require-
ments of occupations:

Has limited body motion
Has poorly controlled body motion
Has one or more limbs missing
Has paralysis
Has poor balance
Tires easily
Cannot stand for long periods
Cannot sit for long periods
Cannot stretch/reach
Cannot stoop
Cannot lift heavy loads
Cannot tolerate fumes or certain other atmospheric conditions
Has seizures
Has memory laves (short or long)
Has littje tolerance for stress
Catches on slowly
Gets along poorly with most other people
Has unclear speech
Cannot speak
Has poor hearing
Is deaf
Cannot see well, even with corrective devices
Is blind
Reads poorly \\

Writes poorly
Has poor mathematical ability

TYPES OF COUNSELING SETTINGS

In California, career counseling for the disabled generally begins in public
secondary schools. There, recent emphasis on "mainstreaming" disabled students
rather than segregating them in separate schools or classrooms, increasingly
means that counselfng and other services are provided by staff having no training
in working with the disabled. tt was found in this study that counselors without
this training feel the need for labor market information which is more detailed
than that needed by counselors trained in working with the disabled.

At the post-secondary level, all state universities and community colleges are
required to provide specialized services for the disabled, including career
counseling.



The California Department of Rehabilitation is the primary provider of career
counseling for adults, both entrants and reentrants. It is responsible for
rehabilatative efforts for all disabled persons receiving Social Security payments.

'With field offices throughout California, this agency serves a large number,of.
clients each year. Disabled veterans are served by the United States Veterans'
Administration. Many of this agency's clients are reehtrants, .but some have had
very, little experience in either military or civilian work and are actually
entrants to the labor market.

Private firms and agencies provide career counseling for a smaller number of
disabled youth and adults. Private profit-making rehabilitation services work
mostly with reentrant clients who were redbntly disabled and were referred by

r\I
insurance companies. Private non-profit agencies work mostly with e trants.
Some accept clients having any type of disability, but some accept only those
having a specific type of disability, such as cerebral palsy or menta retardation.
Often, non-profit agencies operate tralning,recreational, residential or sheltered
work facilities in addWon to providing counseling.

INFORMATIONAL NEEDS

Rehabilitation counselors reported the need for many types of labor market
information. They need rather detailed descriptive information about an occupa-
tion, such as the job duties and working conditions, so that they and clients
can visualize the work being performed in its usual setting and see if the client
considering the occupation could perform the work. Experienced counselors believe
that this is one of the most effective ways of matching a client with an occupa-
tion, because disabilities occur In many degrees of severity and in many combin-
ations. Additional needs for descriptive Information include the employment
outlook and typical pay rates in the occupation, to 'determine if it is an economr
ically feasible choice and to justify the training time and expense required.
Counselors also need facts about the recommended trainina and the other entrance
requirements for the occupation and about how to find a job once the training is
completed.

In addition to this descriptive information, counselors need some very specific
Information which is obtained only from costly job analyses. This includes
information on aptitudes required for successful performance of the work, the
physical demands of the job, and temperaments or emotional adjustment factors
in the work. Counselo4 familiar with the data on these subjects collected for
the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT), and avallAle in computer printout
form, agree that this would serve their needs well.

Following is a list of the information needed rn more specific terms:

rmation on Job Duties

This descr tive material needs to include the major duties performed and the
purpose for which they are carried out. It should also include any particula.r
tools or techniques used. For occupations with a wide variety of duties, it should
list a cross section, emphasizing those on which the most'time is spent, those
that are peculiar to the occupation, and those which are the most difficult or for
which special skills are needed.



2. Information onWorking Conditions

This information should include:
A

A general description of the work setting, such as "office" or "shed or open
shop."

Unusual shifts or other-factors that might makenit difficult to take advan-
tage of available public transportation.

Mention of any of the following that were found in the DOT study of the
occupation:

Extremes of cold or heat or extreme temperature variation.
Wetness or high humidity.
High noise level or vibration of the wor:*ar's body.
Fumes, odors, dust, toxic conditions, poor ventilation.
HaZards which produce definite risk of bodily injury.

3. Information on Employment Outlook

This information should include:

Some indication orthe size of the occupation and whether or not either
growth or decline is expected.

The geographic areas in which the occupation is concentrated.
The relative supply of qualified, experienced persons seeking

in the occupation and the number of job openings.
The relative supply of trained and qualified but inexperienced beginners

seeking this work and the number of openings for which a beginner might
be accepted.

Any expected changes which would affect the ease or difficulty of finding
a job in the occupation in the next few years

employment

4, Information- on Pay Rates

This information should include:

The typical pay rate at which a gdalified beginner might start.
The typical pay rate of a worker with several years on the job.

5. Information on Preparation

This information should include:

The amount and type of education
,type preferred.

Where this education or train,
Information about educational

ity of special services to
tectural barriers to the di
tation.

or training required, and the amount and

ng can be obtained.
and training facilities, including availabil-
disabled students, presence or absence of archi-
sabled, and availability of public transpor-

Where to obtain information on any license or certification which must be
obtained before employment.

Any specific skills or abilities required and, where possible, the level of
proficiency required. For example, "type accurately at 50 to 60 Words per

-minute and spell accurately", "valid California chauffeur'; licens and nood

driving record", or "able to make customers feel at ease."
Information on proficiency levels required in reading, writing, and arithmetic.

-4-
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6. Information on How to Find A Job

This-4nformati-on-shou44-inamde:

Mention of anything that can improve the job seeker's competitive advantage,
such as a hobby or experience in a relatedpccupation.

The sources from which most beginners are tiller Lilted and hired, such asAilornt
apprenticeship committee, direct applicatd6 to firms, or "helpers have
first chance at trainee jobs."

Firms jriWthe local area that are likely to employ people in this occupation.
Which of these are on or near a bus lime?.
Whicharefreeofarchitectwral barriers to the disabl&d?

7. intormation-oaLAWtudes,

- The following aptitudes should be mentioned lf required at average or above
average level for successfully learning or performing the work. When the tech-
nical name for an aptitude does not obviously have Meaninn to clients, it should
be described. in lay language. For example, clerical perception can be called the
ability to read accurately, compare, and copy words and numbers.

Intelligence
Verbal, which needs to be broken down into:

Reading
Writing
Speaking

Numerical
Spatial
Form perception
Clerical perception
Motor coordination
Finger dexterity
Manual dexterity
Eye-hand-foot coordination
Color discrimination

8. Information on Physical Demands

This information should include:

The amount of weight that must be lifted, carried, pushed, or pulled;
the maximum which must be moved frequently, and the maximum which must be
moved occasionally.

Mention of these factors if they are reoularly required:
Climbing and/or balancing
Stoopirig, kneeling, crouching, and/or crawling
Reaching, handling, fingerin§, and/or feeling
Talking and/or hearing
Seeing, which has the following functions that should be mentioned

separately if critical to the occupation:

Acuity
Depth perception
Field of vision
AcCommodation
Color vision
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In addition to consideration of the above phy'_;ical demands, counselors wantfT'

An-IndTcation of=the-type-af activities far-which use-of an arri-er--leg,
seeing, and hearing are needed in an occupation.

Some indication of the amount of uninterrupted sitting or standinn requirdd.

Information on Temperaments
`4"

A need to tolerate stress is the major temperampnt factor in which counselors
are interested. Stress, as measured in DOT staies, relates to performing
adequately when the unexpected occurs, or when taking risks, or when con.L.
-.fronted with, the critical. Counselors are also interested in knowing which
occupations have stringent quality or quantity production controls,'tbecause
these controls are stressful to some workers.

10. Other Information

Disabled clients frequently lack confidence that their abilities are marketable.
Also, many special devices have been developed to help disabled workers perform
on jobs. For these reasons, counselors have asked that EUREKA give all users
(or all disabled users) a statement such as: "If you have 4, disability, do not
eliminate any occupations from consideration because of your'disabillity. Talk
with a rehabilitation counselor."

PLAN FOR DEVELOPING NEEDED INFORMATION

Each description in the ElApiCA files is to be expanded at the time of omits next
revision to include the various types of information list above.

The format for the EUREKA occupatiAal description has been revised to absorb
these additions more easily and to accommodate other planned changes. Attached
is the description for Urban Planners, which has been revised in the new format
and expanded to include the additional data (see Appendix A).

Data will be obtained on all items in the list of informational needs. However,
in the occupational description, factors with negative reports will not necessarily
be listed. For example, if finger dexterity is not needed at an average or above
average level, tnis-factor will not be mentioned. And. if stooping, kneeling,
crouching, or crawling are not generally required, they will not be mentioned.

The exact location in the new format of each informational need is shown in the
follorinq table: A

J,

INFORMATIONAL NEEDS LOCATION OF INFORMATION IN REVISED
FOR CAREER COUNSELING EUREKA FORMAT
OF THE DISABLED

Job Duties

Working Conditions

Employment Outlook

Contained in introductory section.

Contained in "Working Conditions.

Contained in "Current Employment" and "Outlook."

Pay Rates Contained in "Pay."
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Preparation

How to find a Job

Aptitudes

Physical Demands

Amount and type of education:
Contained in "Hiring Practices" and developed
in more detail in "Preparation."

Where training can be obtained:
"Related Educatioial Programs: lists code
numbers for applicable programs of study. A
separate file is currently available on each
such program.

Information about training facilities:
A separate file contains information about each
of California's community colleges and public
colleges and universities, popular private
colleges and universities in California, and
certain out-of-state schools. This file
currently contains some of the information
wanted. The additional information will be
added after it is obtained in a quertonnaire
to be sent to facilities in September 1979.
Present plan§kcall for adding files on other
training programs, including CETA41641 ROP.

Licensing:
Contained in "Licensing" section if applicable.

Specific skills required:
Contained in "Hiring Practices".

Proficiency levels:
Contained in "Hiring Practices."

Advantage to jobseeker:
Contained in "Tips", or sometimes in "Preparation",
"Outlook", or "Hiring Practices", depeneing
40on type of advantage,

Recruiting Sources:
,.Contained in "Hiring PraCtices."

Firms:

Contained in a separate file of local employers
now being developed. Questionnaires sent to
employers beginning in December 1978 ask about
bus transportation'and architectural barriers.

Contained in "Abilities".
4

Most contained in "Working Conditions. Types
of activities for which arms, legs, seeing, and
hearing are needed will be in introductory section.
A critical physical demand used in screening job
applicants (e.g. color vision for electronics
assemblers or pole climbing for line workers)
will be mehtioned in "Hiring practices."



Temperaments Stress is mentioned in "Working Conditions."
Some other temperament factors are utilized in
QUEST-, the-questionnaire a al-Tent can use for
obtaining a selected list of occupations for
further consideration.

Other No not eliminate Will be programmed into beginning of QUEST
occupations) printout or another suitable place.

ADDITIONAL SUGGESTIONS OF COUNSELORS

Counselors and other professionaA consulted in this study expressed desire
for several additional types of inforpation which have not been included in the
list under "Informational Needs." These suggestions and the reason each was not
included is given below.

"Use QUEST or another method to provide a list of occupations suitable for persons
--with specific hanoti.gaps" The reason for not following this suggestion is given

under "The Disabilities" on page 1.

"Provide a list of occupations suitable for liberal arts "majors ". This suggestion
will be investigated further and may be carried out, but not as part of this
project.

"Tell about the specialized equipment that has enabled persons with some dis-
abilities to perform in some additional occupations." This is a specialized field
of knowledge not of general interest in a labor market information system but
available through other sources to rehabilitation counselors.

"Provide information on effective job-finding techniques, such as how to be
interviewed." This is a specialized aspect of labor market information, and one
which EUREKA is not now prepared to enter. Several excellent publications are
available on this subject.

"Provide a list of firms that routinely hire disabled persons or would like to
do so." The most experienced counselors interviewed feel strongly that the place
to start in counseling is with the client's abilities and interests, and then
try to develop an appropriate job placement. In addition, the relatively small
number of firms that readily hire disabled persons should not be expected to
absorb everyedisadled jobseeker. At any rate, this information is not available
to AREKA staff and can best be obtained by a sharing of informatign among re-
habil itation-counsolors.
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APPENDIX A

Urban f fanners 2314

DESC 00

Urban planners develop plans for the orderly growth and improvement of cities,
counties, and regions. They collect and analyze data on such mattqllks as land use,
transportation networks, and environmental resources. Planners meet with citizen
groups tcntinterpret development plans and to learn of community needs and public
preferences for future development. They meet with land developers to explain
renulations and to deScribe the type and location of development desirable under
current plans. Typically, they present plans they have developed to a legislative
body, such as a city council or a county board of supervisors, and plans are
not official unless adopted by this body. Planners enforce plans which are in
effect by approving proposed developments which conform with the plan or with-
holding approval on those that do not conform and negotiating for changes that
will permit the proposals to-0 approved. (DOT #199-167-010)

Abilities: High level of ability required: Verbal ability to confer with citizens,
developers, and government bodies and to prepare clear written reports. .

Above average ability required: Ability to catch on to things and to make' judger:
ments, ability to do simple arithmetic, ability to compare and find similarities.
and differences in visual forms, and ability to visualize two- and three-dimeilsiona
forms and their relationships in space. .

c

.

Average ability required: Ability to accurately check or copy wordV6r eumbprs,
V

ability to use fingers to move small objects such as a pen or a pencil, and
hearing ability. .:,

Working Conditions: Most of the work isperformed indoors in offices. Urban
plannqrs sit at a desk most of the time, but the work.requires some moving arou
to obtain files, attend meeting's anCrvisit areas to be developed orlpanned., . A
Lifting requirements are limited to records and materials of less than.ID
pounds. Hauler hours are approximately 8 to 5, Monday through Friday.-kccaSionN
attendance at evening meetings 1.S also required. The occupation `an provide
siderable satisfaction when thet planners work results in functional add psthelic
development of the oommunity. It can lead to frustrati,on, howevT; Wthe"
lative body does not adopt the plans developed.' . 0

4
Promotion: In a large agency, a person with a degree in planning but with no'
experience might start as a junior planner. After another, two of 'morevars, a
qualified worker might be promoted to associate planner.. Although gddi*ional,
promotions are possible - -to senior planner, assistant director, &rid planning
director7+few positions are available at these higher levels, and ,01-Cmotioffigto
them is very cometative. A medium-size agnecy would have one or two fewer,levels:
for progression, and a small agency would have a$total of:on1v:A:0o or three IeVels;:r-.1.

When the planning staff i small and turnover is low, a plannernaylhave to move
to another agency to obla n promotion. -I;

Employers: City a d county planning departments, regional pianning..agenC)e,! '

stat6!and federal government, provate consulting firms, and self-emplOyMnti a
'

;,consultaRt. (see EMPLY 2314) .., , y
. 1.). /f:,% 1 -,

''/\ ..l' -



Hiring Practices: The minimum educational requirement is a bachelor's degree in
city planning or in a related field such as architecture, landscape architecture,
or engineering. Many employers prefer a master's degree in city or regional plan-
ning Planners must be able to get along with the. publ ic and should have imagifi-
at ion to develop nertNrswers to problems-

Finding the Job: Most jobs are obta lined by applying directly to employers or
through personal contacts with othert in the field. Public agencies may require
that application be made through civil service procedures:which usual ly involves
a competitive w

rc
itten test and a considerable wait before hiring.

Pay: Begin rs s at around $1,000 a month. A planner with five years of
experience usup earns between $1,500 and $1,800 a month. A few planning
directors 151' lal-de agencres.earn $35,000 or more..a 'year.

! -1. e a ' z

C4rrent EmplOymer4:. Approximately 2500 planners are
tne majority concentrated

At

in%highly, pbpulated areas.
'', . * I

, .. -!''

Otitrookf- Ogrrentry, there is-a large siii-plus of inexperienced jobseekers trained
iT Aft-ban, pl &In) ng.. Emp kiyers are -hi Noll y ge 'fact ive when hi rPng . Growth i s expected
In thp oCcdpatibn because of increagd.emphasis On the land use, environmental,

or- and social service aspects of plarinfKg. However, enrollments in master's degree
Rrn9camss expected 1'6:remain large and c9ntinue to produce an oversupply of
gual 1 f i 4a app 11 cants :!...

.
.

c

employed in California, with

Cy

0 1;

_ .
,

8 PREP 100 ..it lk. *
P7 4 4

a.

P.14araTion ":''', A mas4r's dpgrge in city. or regional planning is the preferred
elucat ion tl enter this occupatgon.: Becalte, of the surplus of qualified beginners,
jobsegkers. 4 i thout this pCeparation will li nd 1 t, difficult to obtain their first

, Job A:an urba5 plapOpr; -Plot! 'of *hose Who- succeed wi I I have a bachelor's degree
in city plahninci or in arthpliiptiire, 4andslape architechure, or engineering. Many
wi II/also-4,W some relafecLeoperience or .0 special: ski I 1,1110nd many will find their

':. jobs, 10 4f-eaime, distance from major metroPoi 144* areas:I' Undergraduate or
7:gra,dmaie study in sociology ii4- in environmental' nrodOems are an advantage when

1 r
segking thatOirst job :41,1. % ,''

-,' - ir .
16ted'Educational ProArs.AITLL City:Planning (Frog. 589), Architecture (OBI),

.

Engineering (25l, . 2
-0.

.
t

Tips:, Jobseakemt who do f:29t havO e a master's? degree in city and regional planning
(41ay find 'their best iamb:fly- mt prospeCts: to be in sma I I agencies or in agencies

rlif.dis+an't from metropol itan a i:iisi; Jobseekers' who find that one year of experience
:J.s 'required for al ravai lab ,i s . cap 'start a-i. the subprofess i ona 1 level, as an

4°.'r
rban planni>1% ttaid or technicrOn'ap agency Kay i nq a reputation for protroting
bpi 1 f led sub0o fess iona Is to the professional level.

, S. 4

r
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APPENDIX G

0

REPORT ON THE USE OF EUREKA BY DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS

EUREKA, The California Career Information System, is used by many different)
settings throughout the state by people of varying ages. The group of users I

investigated for this report consisted of high school and junior college students
who are termed "disadvantaged."

As defined in the 197'2 California State Plan for Vocational Education, these
are the characteristics of disadvantaged students:

1. Academic difficulties; including language, reading. and general educational
problems.

2. Cultural difficulties

3. Economic difficulties

4. Social difficulties; including passive rand aggressive behavior -

For each of these disadvantagements I devised the following series of
questions designed to ascertain the special problems disadvantaged students have
with EUREKA.

1. Academic difficulties

te

a. Language
0

1. Is, the vocabulary of EUREKA too sophisticated for these students?

2. Is the amount of information excessive (i.e., overwhelming,
threatening, intimidating, etc.?)

3. Is the syntax of the language too complicated?

b. Reading

1. Is the reading level of the information too advanced and there-
fore difficult and frustrating?

2. Are the instructions, promRts, and text messagA in the printouts
too difficult to understand and follow?

c. General educationaltpblems

1. Are there any special problems related to using the equipment?

2. HO* does the student handle the unexpected?

3. Is the student able to work independently?

-1-



2. Cultural difficulties

a. How do future goals of the students correspond to the kind of infor-
mation they receive from EUREKA?

b. What is their attitude towards postsecondary education?

c. Is the school information viewed optimistically or pessimistically?

Economic difficulties

a. Are false hopes generated by the occupational suggestions?

b. How does the educational information relate to the future expectations
of these students?

4. Social difficulties

a. If they are socially "passive," are they intimidated or reassured by
the objective nature of the machine? "40

b. If they are socially "aggre ive, areII' "

ity of the machine to respond to their
machine's impersonal nature.

they frustrated at thd inabil-
feelings or calmed by the

Q

Armed with a working definition of "disadvantaged" and the related questions,
I proceeded to interview a number of high school and community college staff who,
in a variety of capacities, help students use the EUREKA system.

Following is a list of the interviewees, their job titles, and their respec-
tive schools:

Name Title

Donata Hubert Learning Center Tutor

Brad Warren Learning Center Tutor

Bob Tryon Career Center Coordinator

Sally Terrill Work Experience Secretary

Judy Sokol EDP Resource Center
Coordinator

Chris Hadley Counselor

Wayne Daniels Counselor

School

Richmond High School

Richmond High School.

Berkeley High School

Ells High School

Woodrow Wilson High School
(San Francisco)

Laney College

Contra Costa College

During the interviews, I presented the description of a diNdvantaged student
firt and then solicited concurrence or objections to the definition. In all cases
the definition met with approval.



I next went oveP the l i s t of questions and recommended that these be dis-
cussed Fns referemc to the major-components of EUREKA. i.e.,:QUESTcand the -QUEST u'
list of jobs, the occupational descriptions, the preparations and programs of
study, and the school information.

--INTERVIEWS--

For coherency, the following summary statements of conversational responses
to my questions have been divided into the four areas of disadvantagement out-
lined at the beginning of this report.

The first two people I interviewed were Donate Hubert and Brad Warren. Both
are tutors in the Learning Center at Richmond High School and are responsible for
assisting students with the EUREKA program.

Academic Difficulties

Some students have difficulty understanding what to do at the
very beginning of the program. They don't always make the connection
between- the QUEST Answer Sheet they've completed and the instruction
to type "QUEST." They don't have a clear understanding how the in-
dividual parts of the program fit into the whole system. They are
confused about how QUEST is related to the rest of the information
in the files. They seem to be ill-prepared when they come to the
terminal although the classroom teacher has gone over the materials
with them. The fault may lie with-how EUREKA is introduced by teachers.
The students seem to lack an undertanding of the rationale behind the
system and consequently have trouble making sense ouf the specific
steps.

Somekof the occupational descriptions are too long for them and
they get restless and bored. This is especially true for the 9th and
10th graders but less so for the 11th and 12th graders. They enjoy
interacting with the machine and are not prepared to sit and wait for
a lengthy printout.

If they need assi'st'ance and type in "Help," they often don't
know how to use the. instructions given. Typing in "Info" seems to
give them too many instructions at once.

The general reading level seems about right for most of the 11th
and 12 th graders.

Cultural Difficulties

F.

For those students to whom English is a second language (e.g.
Spanish-speaking and Vietnamese students) extra help is needed to
overcome the language problems with EUREKA as with the rest of their
school work.

When college is not an option for certain students, EUREKA can provide
good information about jobs that don't require postsecondary education.



Economic Difficulties

MOre financial aid information would be useful to disadvantaged
students who wish to attend college. And because they see the miltary
as another feasible way to finance postsecondary education and training,
they would like EUREKto, to supply more military information.

Social Difficulties

Easily frustrated students are just as impatient with EUREKA's
typing demands as they are with anything mechanical. Even the minimal
skill required to find the letters on the keyboard frustrates, them.
Those who have had any previous typing training, however, are con-
siderably more confident at computer terminals than those who have
never typed.

Lack of.confidence carries over into other aspects of using the
system as well. The beginning options, which require that certain
decisions be made before continuing, stymie some users. They are
afraid of the consequences of making a mistake at the terminal.
Some think the computer will know that they have made a mistake and
perhaps even break down because of them. Some are also in awe of the
technology and intimidated by the mystique surrounding computers.

The next person interviewed was Bob tryon, Career Center Coordinator at Berkeley
High School.

Academic Difficulties

AccordTng to Bob Tryon, the general academic level of the student.
population at Berkeley High School is higher than at other urban high
schools. This is probably due to the influence of the University of
California and to the fact that a large pqrcentage of Berkeley students

,p
do go on to college.

11.

This unique aspect of Berkeley High helps to explain why even the
disadvantaged students there seem to have fewer problems with EUREKA
than studentS 'at the other schools I visited. Although they often need
a little extra help with some of the directions, they have little or no
difficulty either understanding the QUEST questions or handling the
reading level of the information. ,

Frequentiv, concrete examples and detailed instructions need to be
given at leas so students know how to access the various files.
They seem to need a personal touch before they can work independently.
Also, it is often more beneficial to receive this help in a piecemeal
fashion because their comprehension and retention of information falters
if they are given too much at on .

A certain percentage of Berkeley s poor read do need an aide or
a group situation as opposed to working alone.

.-4- 6.;



Cultural Difficuleles

For those students who are not considering college, the descrip-
tions of occupations which do not require postsecondary education are
very enlightening.

The occupational information encourages students to formulate
future goals that are realistic and feasible. this file, occupational

descriptions, is the most used and appears to be of considerable
importance. The Preparation and Program files, are next in terms of in-
terest, followed by the Schools file, which seems to be used less be-

cause students assume that colleges are going to offer all these

courses anyway.

Interest and concern about the future has made EUREKA less of a
diversion and has stimulated a more serious approach to its use.
There also seems to be a turnaround in the educational climate in the-
last few years with students exhibiting less negative attitudes to-
wards school. EUREKA is often the catalyst that shows them some fu-

.

ture options they might not have considered previously..

Economic Difficulties f\

These students se ite aware of the various options available
to them: part time'wo d school, community colleges, financial

aid, etc. They know .t e lack of money can be an inhibiting
factor in their plans -the future, but it doesn't seem to be

seriously prohibitive. The students seem to be aware of theirOindi-
vidual economic circumstances and are responsive to suggestionsfor
resolving these problems.

Social !Difficulties

Some of the students with a more assertive attitude manipulate
QUEST to get the occupations they want. They need help in under-

standing that changing QUEST answers to get the desire jobs, doe

not assure them of actually getting that job. Some art inter-
action is pecessary to understand that these jobs are options, not
final answers.

Some students need reassurance about handling the terminal.
But, for the most part, they think the computer is a "kick" and
get very turned on to using it.

The only problem, with this enthusiastic approach is that they
often give the computer more credence than it deserves. They see

computer printouts as the "gospel" and accept the information without

examining it critically.



A contrast to Berkeley High School is Woodrow Wilson High School in San Francisco,
All of the-students there-are-considered disadvantaged according to Judy Sokol,---v-
EDP Resource Center Coordinator. ,(EDP stands for Education-to Develop Perfor-
mance and much use is made of computers as teaching aids and job training tools.)

Judy's comments on the use of EUREKA with her students reflects the low level
of academic performance and are therefore quite different, in many ways, from
Bob Tryon's observations.

Academic Difficulties

To begin with, it is Judy's opinion ,'hat the language of EUREKA
is generally too sophisticated and the reading level too advanced for
her students and that, consequently, they need step-by-step assistance.
They need constant direction when they face choices about what to do
next. They erroneously consider the text message about using "change"
to be a command rather than a suggestion, and they do it as if they
have been commanded. When the program instructs them in the procedure
to follow for "change," they don't know what to do without help.
After using the "Why Not" feature once, theypdon't understand that they
can use it again and again.

Although the occupational descriptions seem, suitable for them,
sage of the QUEST lists are too long, and they become overwhelmed by
the volume of information.

t* /
Cultural Difficulties

The information about occupations
.

and postsecondary education
stimulates bilingual students to consider new options. EUREKA exposes
many of them to possibilities they have never considered previously.

0.--
Some are unrealistic about how their skill levels relate to an

occupation, and they need, some counseling to see the discrepancies and
to find out what, if anything, can be done about hem.

.Economic Difficulties

EUREKA does not appear to build false hopes. Generally, studentS
start with a realistic economic outlook and are interested in'occupa-
tions they already know something about. Apparently they feel safe
starting with familiar occupations first. Certain unskilled or lue

collar jobs are given added value because they're described in KA.

In an effort to get students to consider exploring occupations
that are more demanding, Judy and her staff ask whether there is a
job the students would like to know abbut, as opposed to asking them
what they would like to do. The latter query often discourages
students from exploring their options because they r and with
an viers based on their limited frame of reference.

-6-
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Social Differences

In order for disadvantaged students to feel successful with'
EUREKA,' the experience has to be structured. A safe place and security
need to be provided as well, so students will not'feel threatened and
will be assured that they won't fail. If their initial experience
with EUREKA is successful, they come back and do it again on their own.

Most of them are rather excited about the computer and using the
terminal. They see the computer as "personalizedf" something they can
control. Although the fear of failing makes some students wary of
anything new, they can function with considerable ease and enthusiasm
once they have received step-by-step instructions-for using the
equipment. As long as someone is nearby who can help them should they
run into problems, they seem to like the system as a resource tool,
one that is individualized and saves them the arduous task of having
to research the information on their own.

The last high scol I visited was Ells High School in Richmond. I interviewed
Sally Terrill4 the_Os Work Experience secretary who oversees the computer terminal
used for EUREKA.

Academic Difficulties

Sally believes that disadvantagedttudents at Ells can cope gitth
the vocabulary of EUREKA. The problem arises over the amount of
words. Students get tired and frustrated at the task of reading a lot,

illiput they seem to understand what they read. Some are overwhelmed and
='.4Fomplain about too much information that they don't expect. This is

only true for the occupational destriptions. They ask, "Do I have to
read all that to'find out about a job!" The other files don't seem
to present this problem.

Sally's method of dealing with this student frustration is to
limit their time at the terminal. She lets them access only a small
amount of information at one time.

Although they have little or no
the use of the terminal, they do
of the program instructio40.

Cultural Difficulties

p rob

need ext
1 ructions as to

at first with some

Therle is little interest in the school information because many
of these student are not planning to go to college. They are mainly
interested in jobs, especially those they can get right after high
school with no further educational requirements.

Those who are planning some postsecondary job training are
orienting themselves towards the skilled ttiades and seek information
on trade schools and apprenticeship programs.



Students who are considering college want to know which school
offers which particular programs or classes. They become impatient
with the long school list and would do better if they could access
a particular school and then ask -for one specific program of study.

Economic Difficulties

. Moltdisadvantaged studenits are candid about their families'
economic problems. They sometimes react to the costs of post-
secondary education with a pessimia(c shrug, "Ohl, forget it!". At

this point they need a sympathetic adult to encourage them with
suggestions.

Although disadvantaged students do have lower expectations,
these expectations are entirely relative because being a secretary
or mechanic lhay.loe a considerable achievement to them.

Their career goals tend to be based upon a realistic appr sal

of their basic skills as well as on economic constraints.

They also seem to hold a realistrc view of the current job
market. They seem to know about the glut of professionals looking
for limited job openings, and they feel they themselves will be
more employable with a skill or trade.

In their search for occupational information, they find most
beneficial the QUEST list and the "outlook'.' section of the occu-
pational descriptions.

Students find the list of occupations exciting. Its personalized
nature and its variety of possibilities opens a new world of work to
young adults who have had little or no idea about future employment
choices.

The outlook is important to them because'they are encouraged by
jobs "that have openings. If the empLO openings are limited in
an occupation, they undersland they wa e to compete and be the
best if they are determined to enter t field. Unfortunately, this
may discourage a student from even trying bs there is less willing-
ness and ability to take a risk. Here, wain, the supportive adult
may be able to offer some dhcouragement OS a par\if ular student who
conceivably could succeed with the necessary help

Social ifficulties

u0ents like working at the computer terminal. They especially

enjoy the interactive aspect. They may have anxieties at first about
their lack of typing skills but with teassurance that one finger typing
is permissable alti will work, they punch keyboard in earnest.

Most are able to work independently although some don't want to.
They are reassured knowing an adult is nearby tohelp.

When .something unexpected occurs, they seem to take it with a

.,,ens.e of hUmor and are curious rather than frustrated. They are, in

fact, more tolerant of the unexpected from a machine thoi they would be

from a person.

-8-



The last two peopled interviewed were Chris Hadley, counselor at Laney College,
and Wayne- Daniels, counselor at Contra Costa College. Due to scheduling
problems, both had to be telephone interviews and therefore the comments were
much briefer.

They both were of the opinion thattheir disadvantaged community
college students have no major problems with EUREKA. Wayne felt that
Contra Costa students do need a certain amount of help in getting
started and in interpreting the printout; preferably this should one-
to-one assistance. Without this help, they often run into the problem
of a QUEST list that is ether too long or too short. Students at
Contra Costa College are scheduled in advance for hour sessions at
the terminal. At that time, they can get help in answering the QUEST
items.

Chris Hadley felt that Laney's disadvantaged students often show
more enthusiasm and have few complaints than the brighter students.

--RECOMMENDATIONS

4:1'

at
Throughout the int views, the various individuals made recommendations

for improving the syst for ,the of disadvantaged students. I should like to
include these suggestions as I feel they are uniformly thoughtful and well con-
sidered. i

. ,

golib.

Donata Hubert and Brad Warren:

Every classroom teacher using EUREKA showld have some in- service training.

2. Students need an orientation that would give them am understanding of the
rationale behind the system. They should become aware of both the individual steps
in the system and how the steps are integrated into the whole.

40

3. Instructions should be:printed at: -the beginning of the User Handbook
instead of at the end, so studehts would have to notice them before starting QUEST.

4i

I 4. More students should be trained a tutors tp,!help others. Peer

tutors are less threatening to disadvante ungsters than adults and can still
give them the Onto -one attention they nhd.

..$4r

5. The "Help" and "Info" text mes%age should be rewritten With more ex-
plicit instructions on how tq access the EUREKA fileS. Disadvantagll students
invifiably have to ask for help 'because of ,their inability to underVtan4d the pro-

.,

cedures outlined in "Help" and "Info."'



Bob Tryon:

'1. Students frequently have difficulty Itching the occupation with its
corresponding program of study. Perhaps the .,handbook could be changed .so that
each program of study and training includes a list of occupations which fall within
that Rprticular program.

2. some poor readers are going to cdntinue to have problems with the print-
outs. Because writing to the level of these students would make the program
less relevant to all other users, the need for individual attention through the
use of aides, tutors, paraprofessionals, etc. should always be considered. ;.4:

Judy Sokol:

1. Rather than starting with the question, "How do you want to start?" it
might be better to begin with a simple statement of what to do, "For Questionnaire,

AYPe QUEST. For Job Information ind Schools, type 100." The question approach)
seems to confuse students because they are asked to make a choice and be decisive
whereas a statement is reassuring and unambivalent.

2. Some of the in/ructions are a little difficult to fol ow. Perhaps

)1

they could be reworded.

3. The spaciAllMlf words at the beginning of `the program c Id be. improved,
especially the instructions at the beginning. They appear jamm d together and
are difficult to separate out for easy reading.

4. There should be a message that tells users they may use the "Why Not
feature more than once. For example, after using "Why Not" the first time, a
prompt could appear which asks, Is there another occupation that didn't show
up on your list?" If the student answers "yes," he or.she would be instructed to
ask "Why Not again.. If the student answers "No," he or she would get the prompt

111for using "Change" at that point. 41

--CONCLUSION--

EUREKA is as valuable a resource for disadvantaged students who are planning
their futures as it is for other students. Even so, disadvantaged students using
EUREKA have special needs which must be,consiodered carefully if EUREKA is to be of
much help to ttlE.0. This report has identified some of those needs, most of which
can be met at tg implementing sties by providing additional assistance to /dis-
advantaged students before, during, and after the computer connection wiL4a.AtIREKA.
Those other suggestions relating to the EUREKA software will be reviewed as the
systemi4evelops fufther and, where possible, will be incorporated into the total
system.

Submitted by Sandy Neiman

-10-
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EUREKA

Fact Sheet

What I 11.(1.:KA ?

411$
EhREKA is a w:01-orientql0 computerized library which contains information on
2.0 occupations, 130 st,rdy prog4ams, and 210 postsecondary schools in California.

Huw dues EUREKA work:

EUREKA'S information develqpment staff research data already gathered by
various publi and pri ate agencies. They then interpret the data and write

a

I:Liccinct information st tements in understandable language. Using. computer

terminals, data entry operators enter. this information into one central computer
on a daily basis. Three times a year a tape from this machine is distributed
to all compqter sites which run EUREKA. This new tipe, which reflects all the
changes and updates made since the previous tape, provides EUREKA users
throughout California with the latest career information.

To get at this information, users first look over a user handbook and decide
)1.,t what they want from EUREKA. Then, using a computer terminal by themselves,'
they tell the computer what they're looking for, and that is printed out auto-
matically on the terminal.

Is EUREKA a mechanical counselor?

No. Although EUREKA is designed for independent use, success of the system is
enhanced when counselors prepare the user for the computer experience and after
that, when counselors assist in interpreting EUREKA information, clarifying
specific needs, and planning future steps.

What hardware and software are needed for EUREKA?

,Hardware To run EUREKA, one needs a computer terminal, a computer connection,
and computer storage space.

Software Updated computer programs, user handbooks, implementation tandbooks,
and inservice training.

What locs EUREKA cost?

Forts for *JREKA software are determined by the number of computer terminals.
Mont schools use one terminal for EUREKA and pay $1500 per year. This figure
includes all the software listed above.

Hardware co!:ts vary appreciably depending upon factors such as whether computer
U. r!; already available, what type of computer terminal is desired, what.
:oiTtml)nications equipment is required, and whether the hardware is purchased or
rented. An average cost for renting all the necessary hardware is $3500 per
year.

Who is behin EHREKA:'

(IP

1.141EKA is a non-profit cooperative group of use (school districts,

p:Hior colleges, and social agencies) who want to help improve the educational
-t tun pros s5 for people who are considering their career options._

Why is PENA unigue?

cl!.iect-; of FliNEKA make it unique compared to other ways of obtaining career

iinformattan. rh, first is its information content and the second its comionl'.,!-

based delivery.
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::. .The .infok ..tion av41ilabIe in EUREKA.&-is extensive and varied and is developed

.' :.sP0-ifillcally:fOr Carifornlpik ,EUREKA even goes one step beyond localizing
,,.

,,..... . theip.forildtion.korali ornia4 something no other computer-delivered systemf "\ .'"

:.'"'. de A.44: loyal et, iriformatiIbn to the area within the state 4n which the user
_lis in .re.teit.r. EUREKA's inforMation is organized into these components which
' are ere desiqated,byheii- computer commands:

.
., V

DESS.:;,.,
,

Desot-iption's of occupations including job duties, working conditions,
hiing.requirements, wages, and employment outlook.

I.

BIB: A'Aort bibliography for each occupation.

PREP: An explanation of ways to prepare for an occupation, including
necessary skills, licensing and training requirements, and tips
for employability.

VISIT: Names of people to contact who are actively engaged in each
occupation.

PROG: Descriptions of programs of study and training and a list'of the
institutions where the programs are offered in California.

SCH: Non-academic information about postsecondary schools, including
enrollment, costs, hoiaing, and services.

In addition, EUREKA has a component called QUEST, which is sometimes called an
access strategy because it provides the user with direction for gaining access
to the occupational information.

QUEST: A 21-item questionnaire which asks the user to evaluate his or
her temperamentsy abilities, location and earnings preferences,
and educational plans. From the user's answers, QUEST produces
a list of occupations which the user can explore further by going
t6 the occupational descriptions file.

The second unique aspect of EUREKA is that all of this information is s kored in
a computer and delivered by the computer at the user's request. Such a system
offers some distinct advantages for career counseling:

It can store vast quantities of information;

It can be updated easily with newly revised facts and fig res;

It offers fingertip access to various kinds of information with unpre-
ceL'ented speed, ease, and accuracy;

It can patiently and accurately repeat the same process innumerable times:

can simulate a conversation to assist the user through the system;

00 It can serve one user or many virtually simultaneously;

It prints a copy for future reference of information relevant to each user-: and

It is an entoyable use of modern technology which stimulates furtl-'r cAreer
exploration.

r
Re,:ause EUREKA's computerized delivery has an interactive capability, students and
clients can use the system tillemsel,ies without having to rely on an intermediary or
having to wait weeks for the return of a computer printout.

't .



ON YOUR LETTERHEAD!

TO: City Editor for newspapers

Assignment Editor for radio and television stations

FROM: Name of local contact person

Title

Local t phone number, including area co4e

NEWS AND PHOTO COVERAGE $EQUEST

cC

WHAT: EUREKA - a personalized computer systeth programmed to help
users decide upon their future occupation and to find the
training necessary to enter that occupational field.,

WHEN: When it will be demonstrated

WHERE: Where it will be demonstrated

WHO: Students (or clients), counselors, and the EUREKA computer

WHY: To see how EUREKA can assist users and their counselors;
to see how a computer can converse with those in need of
career information.

PLEASE NOTE:

Add localized items here - names which might be drawing
cards, etc.



SUGGESTED PRESS RELEASE - ON YOUR LETTERHEAD

TO: EDITOR
NAME OF PAPER

FOR: IMMEDIATE RELEASE FROM: NAME OF PERSON TO BE CONTACTED
TO ANSWER QUESTIONS

TELEPHONE: (Area Ippe) 123-4567

"What do you want to be when you grow up?"

This question has been asked of all of us, but it is especially

.'difficult to answer today with so many Occupations to choose from,

some of which weren't even around five years ago,

Thanks to EUREKA, The Caliloritia .Career Information "rem,

Californians now have help in answeitang this question.o4

EUREKA is a library of information on occupations, study programs.

and postsecondary schools, all of which is stored in a computer. It

is current and accurate and pertains specifically to California.

This information is also easy to get to. Students actually use

a computer themselves to get the information, and the computer responds

in a conversational.way with accurate occupational descriptions, #

including the current s4ilary ranges and the employment outlook. In

,addition, it tells them such things as how to prepare for an occupation,

what license is required, and where to gofor training.

EUREKA is used throughout California by public and private

secondary schools, community colleges, colleges, universities, ftTA-

Programs, Regional Occupational Programs, and social agencies. And-

now'it is available at

O

(Insert local. references where desired.)



SUGGESTED.PRESS RELEASE - ON YOUR LETTERHEAD.

TO: EDITOR
NAME OF PAPER

FOR: IMMEDIATE RELEASE FROM: NAME OF PERSON TO BE CONTACTED
TO ANSWER QUESTIONS

TELEPHONE: (AREA CODE) 43-4567

LUREKAle unique new counseling aid, is now being used at (Name

of school, agency or community).

EUREKA is a computerized library cont+ainin accurate, up-to-date

information on 260 occupations, 130 study programs, and more than 210

po.ttsecondary schools in California. -a

Students use a computer terminal themselves to get the informeeOn.

Typing liello" then orie's nameMegins the very personalized 1'8(7

of a veryliqophi0cated system.

Studeats may go directly to any information in the system, or

they may answer 21 questions about themselves, and t e computer will

print4a list of occupations which match their answ

The occupatiPonal information they can get is localized to areas

within California and includes wages, working conditions, hiring and

licensing requirements, job outlook, and ways to prepare for employ-
ment. There's information in the system on study programs, training

programs, and sc.00ls, too. This includes admission requirements,
osts, cour offered, services available, and degrees granted.

er using EUREKA at the computer terminal, students take a

puter printout with them which is sometimes fifteen or twenty feet

long. This personalized record can become the focus of a counseling
session discussion of career choices with parents.

EUREKA is exciting and fun for anyone to use, and it ids also

reliable as ari information source. Its information is con tantly being

updated so students can be assured that they are well informed when

making important career decisions.

(Insert local references where desired.)
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PDP-11 Version Operational After
more than, one year of setbacks and investments ex-
ceeding $20,000, EUREKA is now available in the
most compact, efficient, and speedy version yet devel-
oped. It runs on the smallest of the Digital Equipment
Corporation minicomputers, the PDP-11, which is
popularly used for instr&tionai purposes at University
of California and California State University and Col-
lege campuses, as well as at community colleges and
high schls.

Funding Sources for EUREKA
Users One of the chief problems Eureka users have
is financing the hardware/software, telephone, and supply
costs necessary for implementation. EUREKA users are
utilizing many 'different funding methods to take care of
these costs. Here is a partial list of funding sources that
peoplo interested in implementing or continuing the use
of EUREKA wish to investigate:

Title 1A Higher Edyfation Act of 1965, administered
by the California Postsecondary Education Commis -

spn. Contact Ms: Linda Barton White, 1 .) 322-8034,
CPEC, 1020 12th St., Sacramento 4. Projects

"lust meet state plan guidelines and bmitted by a
-."-Iwo or fouryear college. Minigrants of up to $5,000

are also available. One-third matching funds (or in-kind
contributionsYare required.

Title 4. H , administereby CPEC. Same address as
above. Eq ipment grant program, 50 percent matchi
funds required. Can be used to buy computer termin

41* CETA. Youth Employment and Training Program. tif as
both an in-school ana out-of-schocil componenrfor
youth aged sixteen to twenty-or,some restrictions).
Contact local prime sponsor (or county or city Man-
power office).

k: Vocational Education Act. Subpart 3. Vocational Coun-
seling and Guidance. Some districts and/or colleges
have already applied for and received funds under this
program. Contact the person in your district who ad-
ministers the VEA funds. Also inquire about other VEA
programs.

Business. professional. and labor associations. for ex-
ample. the Rotary Club. Some of these groups can be
approached for funding topurchase a computer termin-
al or to pay the EUREKA lease fee.

Computer center possibilities. Some EUREKA com-
puter centers are allowing outside users to access the
EUREKA program for a fee that usually averages $150
a month per computer port.

Other sources of revenue: student/client fees. funding
-from associated students' organizations. career planning
class fees. Elementary and Secondary Education Act
(ESEA) funds, and two or more schools sharing the
cost of a portable termi

(CETA, LEAs . ... continued from page 1)

At the end of six months, the following had been.ac-
complished: a new youth program had been developed,
the Department of Labor request had been fulfilled, link-
age and credibility with -the LEAs had been strengthened,
there were requests from other community-based organi-
zations for similar services, minimal CETA staff time had
been necessary because4esponsibilities had been decen-
tralized to the schools, new in-school job slots for youth
had been created, and a peer counseling program had
been initiated. For the LEAs, career information programs
were expanded; an opportunity was provided, withimited
financial commitment, to experiment with and prove the e!!:
value ofICOCIS; and counselors found an excellent coup'
seing vehicle for *dents who had previously been u*
cotton unicati

Most significantly, however, students had found an easy,
quick, and enjoyable means of personally obtaining accu-
rate and extensive career. ,tirmation. All participating
school districts intend to eiritt**to further nonfinancial.-
agreements.

EUREKA can help to accomplish the sarrialkoskalts in
California.

6*.

Computer eenters Provide EU1.
REMO Lack of adequate computer facilities need
not prevent an agency fop being served by EUREKA.
There are computer cent as throughout the state that can
provide computer time di 4 fee basis, to.,outSide users.
There are ten Regional Computer Centers for Educational
Data Processing. These centers, authorized by state legis-
lation in 1967, are headArtered at county offices of
education and offer 4 wide variety of administrative and
instmctional mputer servrs for schools and public
agencies.

.,
All the centers have large . time-sharing corrnputers for

_which EUREKA has compatible, software. They can ac-
commodate large numbers of users, no matter where they
are located. Sacramento, for ex*nple, provides EUREKA
to Bishop High School and San Mateo supplies Lawrence
Livermore Labs. Four of these centers currently provide
EUREKA on a prime ipdor basis, wherein agencies make
a singlelontract with the center for both computer serv-
ices and EUREKA software. These centers are: The Inde-
pendent Data Processing Consortium (IDPC) in Sacra.*
mento: and the San Mateo. Fresno, and San Diego
CounttiMes of Education.

For more information about these centers, contact Leo
Day in Sacramento at (916) 362-0633: Al Grossman in
San Mateo at 1415) 364-56(X). extension 2552: Ralph
Riche in Fresno at (209) 488-3302: or Ralph Cook in
San Diego at (714) 292-3539.

In addition to the county centers. several universities
and colleges in the Los Angeles area and the San Fran
cisco Bay Area provide EUREKA on a fee basis to out-
side users. For mote information_ . call Leigh Robinson at
(415) 237-8384.

or
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Carol Johnston discusses VISIT with a resource person.

Training and Publicity-- 'cis 0 EURE-
KA's first Implementation Manual fo unselors and
career aides is now available! It desqdbes the entire
system, component bycomponent, an rovides hints
on its use. One of these manuals is e of charge
through User Services for every terminal d to access
the system. -

In order to make potential users aware tE t EUREKA
is ready and waiting-for them, we also e a set of
five postefs to attract their attention.

EspetlIally important. however, is the U Services
staff, who will provide training to anyo nywhere,
usi the system.

Universities Test EUREKA The career
planning aid counseling centers of four-year colleges are
responsible for assisting students to make choices about
professional training, careers, and employment offers.
These choices involve not only large investments of time
and money, but also have major consequences in students'
subsequent life patterns. For this reason, these centers
have a great need for accurate and detailed information
about the content, necessary preparation. and outlook for
all relevant career fields.

Three such institutions in California are currently using
the. EUREKA system. and others are planning to do so
when problems of funding or computer access ay solved.
UC Berkeley, long noted for its counseling ariV career
planning prtgarns and its occupational information
library, was the first University of California campus to
adopt EUREKA. California. State University at Ncithridge
became the first mem* of the CS(JC system to adopt
EUREKA. At Northridg. which has an enrollment of
27.iX)0. EUREKA can be accessed by terminals in the
.Counseling Center. the Career Planning and Placement
Center. and the Special Projects-Educational 'Opportunity
Program office. 4

In October. Sari Francisco State University joined The
system. Costs at San Francisco State are currently covered
by the student body fund on an experimental basis,-Stu.
dent response is reponedly enthusiastic, with the single
Teraina; available at the Career Center booked a week in
advance. An additional terminal will become a0ailable in I
the spring, permitting the system to be used with career
planning classes.

VISIT File Provides Career Learning
Experiences 0 Do you know someone who is con
sidering becomit an Air Traffic Controller and would
welcome the opportunity to see what it's like directing
planes from the control tower? What about discussing the
challenges of being a female lineworker who climbs tele-
phone poles (Construction Splicing Technician)?

These are just two of the 100 occupations represented
by resource people in EUREKA's VISIT Ale. Through the
use of the VISIT File, visits are made to a place of employ-
ment on a one-to-one basis, after the student has initiated
the connit The length of time spent may vary from a
thirty- discussion to an all-day observation of the
person in the work situation.

Over 160 resource people are listed in the VISIT File
(30 percent are women and this percentage is growing).
Most resource people workirt Contra Costa County. To
date recruitm0 outside the county has occurred only
when a local rMesentative for an occupation cannot be
found.

Community mem been helpful in locating
those in uncommon s. Oiir VISIT File Coordi-
nator, Carol Johnston, ad excelleir)t responses from
chapters of the Rotary Club and the Business and Pro-
fessional Women's Club. The continuing search for
resource people is an enjoyable task, party dtre to the
support of such organizations.

Other areas in the state have expressed an interest in
dev&ping their own VISIT Files. Soon we will assist
Southern California in setting a file: Should you want
to start a VISIT File for your region, please contact
Carol Johnston at (415) 827-99 7 for details.

(.. . Richmond Manpower. continued from page 1)

then motivated to find out more about that occupation
through EUREKA. Or, 'conversely, after going through
Quest, obtaining* job list, and accessing related infor-
mation, the client may then want to experience the
"hands-on" situation.

Richmond Manpower can justifiably be proud of being
the only Employment Development Department agency
in the state that has all of these assfstme tools in one
place.

The fines' Am in the program is a staff recommen-
dation of aWtional Plan. Along with special classes
for those needing remedial help in reading and math. the
client can als trained for "job demand" occupations
at several site hich Richmond Manpower "buys into"
by purchasing slots for clients. These exist at East
Bay Skills Center and Litton and ,Poly Priest Business
Colleges. Clients are paid $2.65 an-hour while in training
and remain for a specified period of time. Every effort is
then made to help .then locate jobs through the use of
.16b Developers.- -

This- highly iranovarive program . is under the direction
"of Robe! Goy,:, who.,is committed to proViding the fiest
services possible for Richmond residents. EUREKA is
proud to be an integral part of this exemplary agency.

lr



Interviews with EUREKA Users a Rob-
ert Allen, a ninth- gradestudent at Richmond High School,
found out about EUREKA while he working in the
Le ter. He had never tho s'l , aboUt occupa-

. lions ore and EUREKAseemed like-a good sway to
start. had, only a few minutes between classes, so he
onlyLesked for,a few descriptions and programs of study
the est time. Robert. later returned several times to use
Quest and obtain more irionnation. He enjoyed working
by himself, switching between Quest and descriptions. He
caillitilly evaluated the descriptions and programs of
study, looking for an occupation in which he could sw-
"Ceed and that he could enjoy.

Sitereen Viera, a student at Diablo liege,
wanted to identify, career goals and plan h ucatidh.
Her selor suggested a battery of tests an UREKA.
A b %i. , energetic woman,' Maureen quirady read the
EUREKA handbook andgesponded to Quest- Looking at
her list of occupations; she was impressedly the variety
of directions in whiCh her interests pointed. After request-
ing several occupational descriptions, her choices began
to narrow. Cabinet Maker did not seem to offer e i ough
variety, but crafts and recreatiOrs were inter As
Maur.: began to focus 'on recreation, her cou
help ,e4iher to integrate the vast amount of info
she had received: Thcounselor suggested co
of interests that Maureen hadn't considered, he
to think of ways recreaUon could be developed thto
and exciting jobs, especratlisuite4 tqber.

Maureen later returned to EUREKA to change her
Quest answers in order to get*Eki;tigteit was less broad,
but more accurate: Sh-ethen1Nrif -Pared three nearby
schools for cost and size, selecting the one that best fit
her needs. Maureen was thankftil that EUREKA had been

V irs Aos sist EUREKA
Many of the secondary schOol career
EUREKA have recruited volunteers to assist in
Operations. They ria only help the students 'this,
investigative experience but often serve as center's
mainstays.

At Gunn High Schodl in Palo Alto, Evelyn Donaldson, a
counselor, explained that the Life StyleaCenter would be*
unable to function without the help blvolunteer -parents.
Volunteers work &half day each week, and are scheduled
so that someone is always at the center. The volunteers
say that they particularly like working at Gunn's Life Styles
Center because of the extensive information available and
the constant student contact. .

The San Francisco Unified School District has a volun-
teer Called VICCI, Volunteers in Career 'and,
Col In lion. A director and staff.equip VICCI
offices at each school with career and college information,
then train volunteer? in the use of these materials. Al-
though most students use EUREKAin conjunction with .

a clacs project, the volunteers probe personal assistance
in interpreting information, clarifying the decision process,/
and locating additional information.

Redwood Continuation School, San Francisco State
versify, and Diablo Valley College have found that

11,411hdent workers are effective in helping Other students
Lie EUREKA. Mills High School in San Mateo plans to
use student volunteers from a communicationsidass. *

EUREKA
The Califirnia Career
Information SysOm
Richmond HiOSchool "Th
1250 23rd Street
Richrrond, CA 94804
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(Inteigos ., continued from adjacent column)
available to her. stead of a lengthy search through books
and pami5hlets, most of the information she need was
all in one place. "And," she said, "it wikfun to use"
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May, 4th Conference at 'Sheraton.
. Universal Although the site for EUREKA's

upconiing conference and ConsortiuM meeting has been ,
changed to the Sheraton-Univeitall-1*1, located nod to
Universal Studios in Los AngeleS, .thdate is still set for
tyfirY 4th.

.

Those interestedip computerde ed 'career
mation are encouraged toattend. be workshops' a.
for new users, old users, would-be and,the curious.

The dayl activities will begin with registration, coffee,
and sweet `rolls at 8:00, followed by the keynote address
at 9:00 and two, hour-long morning workshops. Lunch,

Consortiumopsortium hiAsiness reeeting,;.and election, of new
Board members will occurirom noon to 1:30, after whiCh
there will be two more hodr-long workshops. For those .

who wish to stay,,, the Board meetin will 1-ogin at 330
and will last about an hour.

All of ,EUREKA's staff awl Board memberswill.44".`
presentee: answer your questtorts, hear yoursuggestitnis;'.
and discuss futirieVans. Because EUREKA is a coo
fiVe Of users, tlis conference can be more mo
than most, since it will provide an pity to
pate in the business of running the em.

iv,.

Registration, includlpg victuals, is $15. Registration
information should be reaching soon. If it doesn't
call User Services at (415) 237.- See you there!

.

ngful

lk;
ROCYlif and Apprenticeship Pro-
grams :7] Informagon' on qesupational training
programs offered by CAttbmia's 'sixty-Thom, Regional Occult,
patron Center/Prograrne (ROC/P) is now available pp
F4JREKA users who accelikthe PROGRAM fife. Cour...
currents authorized are included in the EUREKA PRO -
G AM fist, following the community college

*section. Each ROC/PAtas a. fivedigit se#oot %amber'.
TypintSCH and these five digits will access information
about the location bi the ROC/R,

Users who access PRiifiles for apprenticeable occu-
pations now re&lve in Lion on how and where to
apply for Wing in their atea.

itrax

e California Career Information System

Board Adopts/New 4ee Sch 'a
At its last meeting, EU)3E.KA's Boatel of tfectors adopted
ra new fee Schedule based crii the uumber of tern** r.,
used primarily foPEUREKA rath an base On 'the .4 ..
number of ated users:

,U schedule, one terrtigh" al costs $1.500 foi%
71M:MtP..!$:, two terminals, $Z350: three terminal

$3,-750:4bu;:terminals,. $4,75 five to is,15,75O:
and each additional terminal. $700:: Sites.

-as a group fox EUlitEK/N's services inay,talvi,_
the better rates for la uSers.SmalleL
feWer than 5011studen or clients m4rtaio,advantage..*. q. .

Of a special $1,000 mi IF rate., kt, ,
Sites that are eqC,, pby

.$250 a toe4tr f *voter program main Begin-
nirig ew computer' esztillfhave .
air installation fee ofrol, which iheludes the firstbilkar's
maintenance; t. omputensi efthat install EUREKA befote
July wi pAveknly $250 forlhe Tirsit year's maintepance.
thereby saying $750.

in adopting thiSeliriMedule, EUAEKAs Board recog-
nized that no fee Schedule would be fair tOwely possible
user. because EUREKA Must %ippon itself trough these
der- generated fees, the Board tried to devise an equitable
schedule;thatNould Wet- EU'sF,6. expected expenses
in serving 4 various sites. TheseTees are reviewed annu-
ally by a standing Board committee comprised of a crow,
sectiOn of users.

if 4
1

Community Advise>I t Centers L_

A current Title I objective is t. implement pilot programs
that provide comprehen ducational and career
advisement' services. Thg .., unity service ?goal is to
provide these services to er adults, women, ethnic
min6rities;the physically disa -I, , and the incarcerated.

Two Cornrhunity Advisemeriocenters have been ire
ated in the State to serve as -one-lop- commuttly, based
programs that Wring accurate, timely, and comprehensive
information on the portundies. ilable to this large.
(continued on page 31 ; ii;: * ...r..
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Thetfue. found it! The EUREKA staff are Top row: Am Stubblefield: Ellikor Wheeler. P ehausen. Marilyn litaite. Sandy
Baldocchl. and Carol Johnston: Middle row: Ann Dragatrth, .Vickie Archuleta, Dailti MayalE. Neiman, Dorothy Sorm e om,
and Dorthy Rueter: Bottom. ow: Jo Ann Holley, Leigh Robinsort. and Margaret Migfia. .

0

Counseling ,the Disabled . finder a
VF..A grant. EUREKA has studied the types of labor
market information needed for giving career counseling
to disabled youths and adults. Information was obtained
through iriten.iews with rehabilitation counselors in various
settings.

The study revealed that th4 covriselors'need the same
kindof information now available in EUREKA files. except
in considerably greater detail. For example. a job descrip-
tion should have sufficient detail to allow both client and

spunselorlo visualize the client performing or attempting
.70 perform the work.

Other helpfulinforrriltion. based on material that has
been developed in Dictionary of Olt upational Titles
(DOT) studiesviticludes the availability of public anspor-
tation and the suitability of the building design for use by'
disabled .v9rkers.

The filet ormat has been redesigned toaccommodate
these susgested changes. All new deseriptionNend u dates
will follow the new format. and the request ma 'jai\
will be included to the extent that funding r the
nil compirPiori and research is available:

"fo

.Resources at Lawrence Ikall of
Science c.: The Lawrence Hall of Science at'UC
Berkeley. a primeavver in educational computer circles,
is now making EUREKA available to schools and centers

" throughout Northern Californi At present. LHS provides
access ft EUREKA for outsi users through the UC

' campus PDP-11 UNIX system.. EUREKA .is also being
implemented on its Data General Eclipse computers. with
osnipleti y n planned for early this summer. Schools will

s

Then able to use die full educational resources on the
Fiat machines. at no additional cost.

The Hall offers a full roster of classes. timeshating
c,omputer.access, public pmputer programs..workshops.

... teicher training. microcnmputing. and more4.kiught
.- through the By Area and beyond. LHS pioneeftd con;

puting at schools as early as 1970. ft has an established'
history of professional user support and technical expertise.

Witrwlerigi,of coriiputer power available and personnel
experi-Fced4 educational support, the Hall is a major
resource for FIREKA users. For more information about
Lai,vrelice Hail of Science programs and computer access.
contact Lee Bemian at (4151" i42-3167.

8
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STEP I: Start with 'a 0,111iy Cornputer

tutors who are aware of a-tiaving second*
If and postriecondary kistItutions and fdr

/ labor market and oduealiernal sustenance drat is up to
date andlocattediotiCartfOrnia consumers.

."..i. i t :-i
St-4-.

STEP 4 svnpli menus to see.if respective
dishes satisfy :tie es of people "volved with ,

career-making d

ii:,'
STEP 3: Select a = dith..,that has been oansumed and

digested with grist:9- liKsers at mare etEcational sites
and by many 'public agencies_

STEP 4: Take a full measUre3of the fo -ingredients
from the selected r .eciiieOccupa Preparation,
Eftbliography, Programs_ of Study and Tr7aining, and

S T E P 5: S t i r : ingenerous itions of the season-
ing described low to palatable
to Californians, :

cupationsaP rialdes-; work serfin9
dractices, current liMpAgyittywageS'

Board Meets in IA Ci ilarluary--12th was a
historic occasion for EUREKA, marking the first Board
meeting ever held in Southern California. Directors and
users from all oveethe state gatheredin Los Angeles at
the Jetvgdi Vocational Service for this meeting hosted*
Allen Steinhaus.

In addition tatearing reports from the Treasurer, Direc-
tor of Information Development, DirestOr Service4
and Adthinistrative Director, th*Boiird d I to adopt
a new fee schedule (see mite gin page 2). It also approved
the pui;chase of a VIS-80-Pirpocornputer fOr program-

ming a selfpontained versioilrf EUREKA. It drew lots to
choose wig& Board riternbeii (Alien Jensen, Mary Koss
and Eugene Muscat) were to Se reaaced in the May

eledions. And tt-Vieitred therofessionally preparedslid
tape show designelpia explgn how, EUREKA diorks.

Besidesiiring FlEtoric, it was -a busy :meeting!

For'
hiring
and ou

RA"
mation, necessary rtion tips

For Programs of and Trainingcourse-
work:Seining, licensing requiefnents, degr

For Bibliography? related'OUblications, Califor-
nia and DOL remurces and materials

For Schools Califon ia, Community Colleges,
is State Unireisity and Colleges, Uni-

versity-of California, Selected Private and Out-

of- State - Schools *

donskills need, licensing infor-

Thrika, hove can' be prepared initially by volupteeii help;
howeier, shop for funding to maintain a fulltime crew
yho will continue to enrich and refine the dish.

STEP 6: Serve potered new consumers samtilias of the**
tenciting arplain that various ingredients
can be serveirt la carte or d all at one Otis*.

9pe ingredient, "Quest," can n aperitif.)

ge 47Awl:Continue -tot by adding dekiltiable new
Ingliedletits to the old. II'

011, 0 The Career
hareritcny ( been acksikeft facili-

lateo use with EUREKA. A test of Affipted
*stein is nowleing corgi by the San Mateo
and; Santa Clara Edueatioti
spread Of the is planned

done by the San
ROP ineooperation with WI%

The Latest Training Aid 13 EURE-
KA has a newolide-tape show, which- provides a
coritprehensive overview of the entire system and
follows a user through the first experience with the
systern.

A film strip is also now in uctioultstage.
It explain Quest and will be ' at the younger

has little or no work- experience. Pictures
. , ple at lifeigilated tasks will be used to

illustrate the twenty -one, questions of Quest. The film
strip will be alfailable by September 1979.

;err,. coptinued,frompagg
I learners.' One cen
ey Peni#Mula Co

n or ult, non
is rural and is funded by
on behalf Of -theAlhee onifilegriortkim
Monterey Peninsiila. s -main office is, ,,..,4- e
in downtown Monterey; Ire In WIIIIIer,
King CRY, -and Salinas, to outlying

Cosumnes
River College and is loch Sacramento.
The Monterey center is ling the hment
of EUREKA if prOb computer ac cki be
sclikd, and EUR eady utilized "at Sacra:
mento center. ' :=,..

Suzanne Nissen, the Sacramento nter's coorkiinatoi,
spoke with us about EUREKA's effect. Vany clients are

vi, interested in educatiofilik and career 6ptions; they are **Iiitt,,
unclear about which direction e. EUREKA is one

-. of:the major tools lilt m to darify their career
goo's. Sacramento Aas two t inals, one of whim was
recently taken to the Job Fair at Cal 111159 ,,,At the fair
co unity college vocational education infoIrmation was; ii`digi

in conjunction with EU On this occasion the 71
- system was used. or ly van youths, in an_IL .

c1190%cg _.,and urn idating harmer, to guide them .

Wwara individual career and educational options.
',,;

er

I .

areas. The urban cen



Employer' Information in EUREKA
- 0 EUREKA users in the San Francisco Bay Area can

now learn abOthe kinds of jobs, hiring practices, and
workinglcondiellis found ir*local industries by accessing

"1411PLOYER file. This component was developed as
part.OT the Vocational Education Act. Subpart D grant to
loblo Valley College and the Richmond Ohified School

District.
Currently, this componeitis being tested by Bay A*

users and is available for demonstration. Like
the VISIT file, this component penliits the incorporation
of the data collected by user sites: namely, profiles of indi-
vidual local firms. The local data are integrated into area-
"ride and industrywide files, so that the user alutays has a
comprehensive lecture of the labor market. This "mire is .

unique to the EUREKA system. .

For more information or a demonstration of this cOmpc;---
nent, contact Don. Ellinor, or Marilyn at (415) 237-

Computerized Guidance -.SylJte
Course C3 Roger. Cummings and Pe n
counseling instructors at San Francisco State
are teaching a graduate seminar in computer-
career guidance systems. This year'sstudentsares
the history, content, and current 45 of 'EURWA, IS,
and DISCOVER. They will evaluicte each aind
observe the funding process AI installation gist.
on a college campus. As a final project, the cl '
write a mock proposalgrant pposal to support such syit

The coursestructure is basedon the Life/Work
Process developed by Richard Bolles, note

"What Color Is Your Pant:chute? The students
ence this process as they investigate ffie van
They will also identify their tratitrerable skit
environments, working conditions; goals, sal,*
ments, arid geOgraotarlireriltinces. EUREKAI used to identify theoccivations thipt correspond t/ preferences. VISIT and EMPLOY are 'useful for the

Nev Occupations Added to System
0 The EUREKA Staff is researching eightpccupitions
for pcissible inelusiorM the system's information files.
The addition& a :me anticipated deletions, will bring
the total nurriher'of Jation descriptions to about 330 .

by July 1979.
.

The addition of these new titles reflects, irlpat: , an ex-
panded set of &Irene it's lie used in the system. Formerly,

nd in Cali-
pationls

EUREKA files wat Itrilied to occupations
fomia labox markets. Our lieu/ criteria indud
in which there is a significant user interest and
labor market: These descriptions will also provide na'ional

r4triir matket data411110criteria are that an entry job
st exist for a q applicant and that there is a

recognigiid -preparation path to the occupation.
Many Of the EUREKA descriptions encompass more

than one Di4lOnary.of ppcupaticinal Itles-fpf) .6*e
goni-

.i
'PcPI t*e.-ase selvW. corn tit or-

spe ,,,-.. potion. With the ditional
' I/°' ye,, 4

1

W
a more Tel' :

°

.
activities and shares

information' Sittems,
rehensive database

.

t

uch jobs exist. Lastly,.,
d relatiom to job

aut

careercareer
figrinstion Sy em
RictirnIknd Fish Schoor
1250 23rd S
Richmond, CAi94804
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ANDY U1N,A

Dato Procig Center acuntoisTshoerrsibiles,
of E&atiO Is! onnation 'The uestIts concern only very ior 'ath, such as aitioo,

h academic arid

vx,
are ahtracua nsndmtiltiplication. Participants ra themselves

cçainuiied i Career data, timiauslyupdat pace 'los, svsge

'hovI

is different categories. omeo, oi

rj sdj, qsic.Iy provide i'mathoc biclt otherwise dodi te bo have the bouso!d budget for years, most,

ooIJrequfremjnyhou1,ofr!Jurch. .:oft4ethemseves!oiscismath.1beytendtobeievetheyare

Stoderitageathubovthangemajorsuse. Iesstedthanntohandesthprthlems' ,

the onmputer to help m decide iltIch career field to enter. ut ills
:''

A1* Ms. isckbwn said, young women, isciuding stuen. sti a'

aIbeonmirigcreasisgJy pouIar pith women, Ms. Elackbirn said. toftec I lormatisnon the "glamour" job. such as modeing

parthrulaily "dlac homemakers' bo are og to enter the jh . heisg afrlirie stevardesses, rather than careers that pay more

for the rst that or reenter It a! ter many y of ralsin but require sgerpniodsoftraising.

family. ' women ho have had several years of !ork experiee. she sd

Also increasirig are the eumher of women b ish move out of aally vit the center for counselisg and to ob in! oriation r

raditisnal 'voinen's job" and itho cntat the renter for kelp in makingacareerchange.

lS OhN," SHE SA , 'are usually trying mv AL:
are secthg more and more oen Is.th categories" Ms.

8lackburn. L the traditional omons jobs and iot a field th Ufr/

greater oppoñunities and pays a higher ialu,

}fAVdrI1E idea of their abili If you le'to have a chat with Eureka ul your future the

ree mayhe available or them!For the arketiIackburo id uptmeare necessary and lere

women, career nselIsg especlly imrtant, Ms. lacn usua three. to foar*eek *ait. Each pintment lasts an

so in! oroiaOon on verai careets cay he obtsired at one sit

ni eaI ofØted isfermaliM on a side tmg

variety of etc jations4 he

71es

omn to match the ir Appomes hith can ade by callin thecenier, are

aIslities and *ttres to vari$s ofemployment. or those ho scheduldduring each iek day grid on eney evenlngs Jnir;

seed extr the cente off sl daes icteentrynd "o matiomonuriselfog clasoeay jiso he obtained by cal

portunuty'connselin '
,

tr k.

Before "Isgsg 'Eizreka, Mi Blackisarn(aid parti ?rnoyishing

s*,el
a omitr eppirt

asked to fill out a nd of "mini" aptitude test vhich brefly liss meat or coselingare e the centerPhibrary, laca

andihikes.interests(ncludinbes)andabilitsibenthUn. said.

4
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Kidsansult compier for career information
By Mild Byrd Kilmer

There's a computer terminal al,

?bole valley High School thit tells

giants where they an go,

, the terminal is being used in the

EUREKA program, which can give a

student information on hundreds of

carters he may be interested in. lob

availability, starting pay, expert

cave and education needed, working

gonditions and other information is

stored in a ?D I computer it Rich.

mond liSckil and printed out by

Pink at the kith of

button

s 11 questions of the

tom user, covering everything

from estimated manual dexterity to

the geographical region one prefers

to work in, whether one prefers

working alone or with others and

what salary one would like to start

prolog on a job. EUREKA then

*ints out a list of occupations that

the person's characteristics would

suit him for, and tells him where the

schools are that can train him for the

EUREKA Is of a pilot pro.

grim is carter Moe at Pinole,

ltd shell 4 studen ve sought

Its iafor' sa counse or

typewriter,like computer ter.

mina) phots out questions and re.

spouses oo a roll of computer paper,

EST vv

"1""1"'"'"

and the user types his responses on

the keyboard.

William Chan, who teachers com-

puter programming at Pinde, said

the Computer is programmed to re.

spond in a conversaliooll style for

the user's conveniencerhe program

itself is written in BASIC compiler

language and stored in the computer

at Richmond High,

Chin fold he would like to see ev

ery student at the high school go

through the EUREKA program,

"Sometimes it gives youngsters who

have no idea what they'd like to do

some suggestions they never would

have thought of," said Chan.

Chan himself used the program

a

as a lark," and was surpsed that

two oqupii lions he might be quail

Pied firilwere roofer and house paint

er,aHoilever, lie said, those occupy

lions fit with what he told the tom

puler: that he didn't hive a lot 01

manual dexterity, and that he liked

working outdoors,

Counselor Perrone s he is hav

g stude o througlkIhe careers

Program It oglish classes and will

have social studies classes use it

the fall. "Sodletimes we miss a kir

through counseling," said Perrone.

"Vin the classroom we have a cap-

tive audience, it's beautiful,"

As part of the career education

program, students learn to fill out

;

job appItcotions mid how to conduct sun tau can get all the explanation

them sil t es In an Me, view, toll coo want alpuiy!bs nut of book q ill

practical techniques offered in the clussroot.'bui to talk to the per

high schools zit urrc. eeently 'soh who's actually dog Iln. job

Ad,sinei '&111LN:41(.1'0i IY Ever9ne in the t isit file. said Per

. to fmd out A l','. a jab IS like is to talk rune. has volunteered to make time

to someone A - holds the job. said for students who are interested in the

Perrone. an'tiiii, :. part of the pro. jobs they represent.

prim is the Et'llEKA visit file, a Some students have discovered.

w° computer compilation of representa. perhaps not too surprisingly, that

lives in hundr.0?.clobs throughout what they like to do is program cool

Contra Costi County`,',-.. puters. The district has hired several

"It's a terrific thing,' said Per: high school student programmers to

cone a kid is interested in engi klo with the large volute of cum

veering, can come down here :et pUltproetosed. information re

the phone ober of 3 Person on the . rt cards, budgets. saiarit's.'t that

list, ohm right from here and malte4'.. handles.

an appiintmgtond go see the pit., ;"': aOMPa Kr 1

Wodresday, May 30,1979

OMPUTER
and

t m.1V
..ithhnereOng ueof in.

telligent macninet, espt,
,,

cially in business, °tie

4A
reason Chan think to

.

puters should betebir

gloted more

al.
Sll

tile

H

very forbidding piece

equipment.- said Ch

'but it

S1°1b' T itsspeculation ,1aI f

Oa,

4

iird !tithing will he a re. rcOurscH a too gic pr ill

quired course fq. oain10..bo ini

(T1'44111111 vIrAav,., $ thotih. NilaN'

oat algebra isnol. fii how tar
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400MNTER SiTE____OSTRA COSTA CO

Dates Included :3/2'7 ' 6/18

Average Minutes

Tim&Used

Components:

QUEST

HOW MANY. .

FINIS13

WNY NOT

CHANGE 44

STARTOVER ;

BATCH '.

ATTR

INFO

DESC

:1EP0

PROG

SCH

HELP

Top Ten

Occupations

4.

4"1

Top Five

Progrgis

To Five

Sclmools

17

1.92

112

3

78

32

9

2

58

355,

329

40 J. 11

224

40

IF

1416 Clerk Tilpist,,

1684 Programmert'

/ 4254 Carpent

1642 Cashiers

9866 Perf.oNisf

1686 compfer Op.

t418 Office Clerk

1614 Accounta,

8422 Probation Off,

1644 Bank Tel Per'

211 4io'priess.

1581051ret;r0i1

21iConstIctiOn

157 Accounting

567 Law Enforce:

21001 U.C.. Berkeley

21041- Contra Costa

21326 Cal Poly, a.

2145anta Aosa

21227 S.M. SoNtme

SUMMARY .OF STATISTICAL

45..MELANDLCOLLEGEt.

4/25 ; 6/18

37

393

94

26

42

1

85

89

1

9

1

134

3/10

284

41

138

145

26

togiiphers

81 smetdlogist.

8164,Regurse.,

7856 4i0lt

9866 Perf. AkjelSt

8459 Child.Care;

4254 Copenter

8456 K-12,Teacher

61 4 Truck Driver

Secretary

474 Flight Train,

Illlata Process.

157 Abcfuntim

145 Bus. Admfn.

s Cs1/4.

Os Medanos Collegecomputer is

B

DATA - June 1979

OHLONEIOLLEGE_______DEACOLLEGE_TOTAL------

611 6/20 -1 3/18 6/18

18 23

58 235

22

14

12

0

36

26

0

0

11

98

75

42

67

21

4

8458 Ed. Prog.

2176 Editor

1684 Programmer

1682 Sys. Aralyst

1195 Public Rel.

4734 Photographer

2359 Elct. Tech.

2174 Writer

8456 K-12 Teacher

8418 Psychologist

211 Data Process.

17 Photography

114.Muqk

.253 EiglikerTng

;04 ROdio & TV

210116,014b1okValley ,1008 U.C.S.B.

21001 U.Cp. Birkeley 4121811 U. of °reset 21001 U.C. rkeley

21049 to40Miiipos_ 21504 U.C.I.A, 11' 21181 StaliOd .A.

21042 U.C.. UPTs 1402 U.C. Davis ,21309

21024 S.F.S.U. , 125 421183 SantarCla:14\L

also used by Lil*ty High Schoand Mt. Diablo Unified Sc of District'

V

105

56

82

5
239

175

1

2

. 11

67

449

294

27

84

37

28

16! fr'ogramner

11 4 Bus. Exec.

1424 Travel Agent

1186 Persnl. Man.

8127 Phys. Ther,

8414 Counselor

8418 'Psychologist

4734 Photographer

2359 Elect. Tech.

9824 Radio & TV

145 Bus. Admin

211 Data Proc

238 Counieling

374, Phys. Ther.

if:Nursing

11-

28

878

333

124295321
075

322

.3

270

14

982

121

513

243

77

1684 Programme0

4734 Photographer

4252. carpenter x

5866 Perf. Artists

8162 Reg. Nurse

8456.K-12 Teacher. ),

1144 Bus. Exec.

8186 Cosnetologis

1424 Travel Agee

141eC ivist

211 Data Proces.s.

145 Bus. Admi+.'

157 Accounting

158 SecretarCP

353 Nursing
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4---E REKA, the California Career Information System, which you

ate using, is in a continuous process-of development. You

can help us improve it by answering the following questions.

Use a #2 pencil and mark your answers in the bubbles on the

left. Choose only one answer for each question.

EUREKA Evaluatioh I APPENDIX M

2.

1 'learned about EUREKA from a. a career course

b. teacher c. friend- d. counsOor e..other

My age is:. a. 12 - 17 b. 18 --21 22 - 14

d. 35 - 50 e. over 50

4

3. a. I
have never held a full time job.

b. I
have held a full timq,pub-but.1 don't have one now.

c. I am currently workiKg at a fuil-t4me41,61..3

4. My reason for using EUREKA is tot, 4. choose career

b. learn more about a career 1 hal*ealready choosen

c. Choose a school d. learn more-about a school I

have choosen e. decide what to study in school

5. The total number of times I have used EUREKA is: a. 1

b. 2 c. 3 d. 4 e: 5 or more

I

6-. The number of minutes I spent ifl'preparation to use ,

EUREKA: a. none b. 5 c. 15 d. 30 e. more

7. The number of minutes I spent at the computer this time is:

a. 15 b. 30 c..,45 d. 60 e. more

Li 0.44ip (1,,(2:

UT*

8. The instructions in the handbook were: a very clear

not too Milk d? confusing

9. The computer responses were: a. very clear b. clear.
,c. not too#clear d. conApsing

For those who used
14 «i. ( e

10. The number times I clanged my answers and got a

flikti,lluet 11 't was a. 0 b. *c. 2 d 3

t.
C or Mare .-.

0

1 I) , (I

18 1) Cht

1'_ .1

( 1

(d) (e.

II. 8Y final'Iluest Hit was: a. juit right for

b. good acceptable- d. poor

12. TO number of interesting occupations on'my Quest

list mat I had not considered before is: a 0

b. f' - 3 c, 4 - 6 d. 7 - 10 e. 11 or more

13. The most important result of using EUREKA.milk

a. additional occupations to consider*. Information

about occupations c. new fschools to consider d. in-

format Ion about educational progrims infonivatiori

about schoiN s. *111
-Ny carer plansihave changed as a resul of using

EUREKA' a. very much b, .quite a bit c. somewhat

p .d. no at all

11.05, What part. of EUREKA did you find most valuab)011040,.

A

What informatlen did'you-want that you could Ole'

Date!,

16.

Name. of Institution

4Please artyWhe
-3

.5CAN-TReti ,FORMLI

s .on the back- .

..t.;A:
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EUREKA.Evaluatio,...,4.

EUREKA, the California Career Information-Syster1), which you
are using, is in a continuous process of developmentYou
can help.us improve it.by answering the following qaeStions.

.

Mse. a 42 pen(i 1 anclearlc Yaur_ahbwers in the bubbles on -the -..

.4ft.-Gho6se.T.6rify..One-aft-for each.question.

1. My age is a. 12. - 17 b. 18-- 21. c. 22 - 34
.d. 35 - 50 e. Over 50 41

The number of minutes I spent At the comptaxer this time
is:. a. 15 b. 30 c# . 45. d. 60 e. more

. The most important result. of using EUREKA was:
a, additional occupay.ons to .consIder . b. information
about occupations c: new schooistO"toh-Sider d;

matibn about educational programs. e. information
about schools

Grade the information in EUREKA with the tqllowing scaly:`'
a. Exfellent b. Good c.. Fair d. Poo): e. NOT USED

41 Job Descriptions

5. Job Outlook

6. Salaries

7. Preparation (PREP)
1 .

8. Bibliography (BIB)

9. Program Descriptions

16. PROG's List of Schools

11. Admission requirements of schools

12. Housing available at schools

.13. School costs

14. Services available at sckaols

15* Employer (PLY)

6

Covent s' ::1,

What problems did you'have

2. How do you plan to use t

3. Other.commeqt -;(use

irrir

Name or Institution

IJ

in using E

trifltfigieation?

.k
..,41

446iar..;

94

FARM B99

I ike)

Date

tt:
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,AFTENDIX'-44

HOUR 3:51PM

i; :t 1. I:.

I

II It

Ti

r . 1-7

,
qrr

. OVER 50

tia441.
1) rI 10

;.1 e

011 E! T ION 3

...xr
Al 1 HAVE NEk.it-1`c' A FULL T I ML

11:4%.4.- FOLL, TIME JOB BUT I PON T HAVE ONE Nnw.
1 = )- C. I AM CURRENT4 WORKING AT A FULL -T.IME OE1.

? 1

FuRM: FURSI-,1

.11(1 1 1 ifr i s f rir.4 EURDA IS TO:-
, ,.

J't
t:1, 4.1.1. , i,1:

i i = , ,4 . A. 'CHOOSE A CAREER
1 i' -, '.: 'It. LEARN MORE ABOLIT A' 4ARE.ER I HAW_ ALRLADY ill i1-1-..1 1.;

, -... 1: ; CHOOSE .A iiitIOOL !. - :44'- .......
.. - r - *4. .)

. I
1 I. D. LEARN MORE-11E010' Adr*:000L -," Ig'W_ 44..Ry Eh k_.111_1..U.N1

4 t- .e.1 t... DECIDE WHAIO' TO STUD. I ti;141_:11-.A.. .

st-

,



!DOES rzON 5

I if TI 1.-4tANI...IMDETR OF 'TIMES I HAVEUSED

1 1

-1

1-11- P.

74., 47% 1

1 1 . ;v.% TI__= 2

-

88%

,11 ill's!.

R
I. ) 11.76% Tt = A. NONE'.

1 . 8% TL= 7 15

5.38% at= 1 D. ::c.)

5. 887. TL= 1 E. MnRE THAN 30

I? 1
. .

Es. 2
C.
D. 4'
F. 5 Cif;',. MORE

rat, I E T

01-MT1`IUTP. I SPEW& IN PREPARATION TO
5,

I II

ION 7
.

NI ,OE M I NLITE.-.1. I- 'ENT AT THE COMPLITER THIS TIME

,
Tt .- 1 !=.;

I
ri .

1.1

I I 7 .11. .

I t . 1-1111,1-- T I liir4

I

.4! 11 10 IL 1

, :11 1.1! 1*

<, 7 "4,511

`CAM.

it

11.11

( I of

II, 1111;1 11.,i711.

0.



QUEST/ONr .

THE COMPUTER RaPONSES WERE:

4066WCR
W=-11

::7 Ai% 1L.=

S. 4) )0% IL 4.1

A. VERY GLEAR
CLI:Af,c

C . NUT TOO CLEAR
0. CONFUSING

01.JEST I ON 10

ME.1-1\11.)11E4 .1.: OF T I MC :.:- I. CHANGED MY tNSWERS AND
ANSWER -

1 / 47. Oe....% T1= Z.;

i IL= 4
:;). 1 L.= 1

4) Ow/. '11

5 1 '1 1. 4:04.14 1L =

MY F "I1sit.;c.

H. O
B. r
F. 4 OR MORE

QUEST I ON 11

)0E11 WAS:

ANSWER
1 I L= A. JUST RIGHT FOR ME

/ 2'.7.41% TL= 5 B. GOOD
29.41% TL= C. ACCEPTABLe .

4) 0.00% TL= 0 0. POOR

QUEST I ON 12

-

*-

T ;'ult L I T WA:3:

Of

THE NUMBER OF INTERESTING OCCUPATIONS ON MY QUEST LIST THAT,I HAD NOT

'CONSIDERED BEFORE WAS:

-AN'.44ER
1) 11.76% TL=

.;,9,41%.TL= 5
'33 17.657.. TL= 3

4) .).0u% TI = 0
) TL= 3

A. O.

B. 1 - 3
C. 4 - 6
D. 7 - 10
E. 1.1 OR MORE

ft



T 111PORT4ANT

QUEST ION 13. . \
RESULT OF., US.INU EUREKA -WAS:

ANC

1) .
Qr

A

2$ . .4 . B.
i) t -I. 00% TL=, 0 C.

) r 5.00% TI..= 1 D.
5) 0:00% TL= E.

. )
MY CAREER (`'CANS

ANSWER
.

1) 9.00% TL= 0
). 5. :387. TL= 1

3) 47.06% IL.=, E.
4 r 23.53% TL= 4

GE T- EUREV2
`PEP

DD I T I ONAL *SICCUPAT I ONS TO I INS I LIEF;

I NFORMAT I Qs( ABOUT WCUPAT
NEW SCHOOL Sr.- TO ''CON:E: I DER

INFORMATION ABOU E CATIONHL
INFORMATION ABOUT S 'FIQOL

ial.CST I ON 14

A.

c.
D.

4 . 4

VERY MUCH:' .

QUITE A BIT'
SOMEWHAT
NOT AT ALL

o

$.

.

.

PROCAAME:

HAVE CHANGED AS A ReibLiT OF USING EqRtLA:

,,04-el :

tr

t

d

a.

ti



DAY / -6/24/79 - THURSDAY

MY AGE 1St 1

,ANSWER
). 52. 38% jl=A
)-36 12 . 05% 'IL= 4

3) 14.29L ;TL= 3
4) 9.12% Th=

,5) 4.767. TL 1;

k 1

THE NUMBER OF MINUTES

QUEST ION -1
9

A.

B.
C.
,D.

E.

ANSWER
1) 33.33% TL= 7 A. 15

2) 33.33% TL= 7 B. 30-
3) 19.05% TL= 4 C. 45
4) 4.76% TL= 1 'D. 60

5) 0.52% TL=, 2 E. MORE THAN 60

A

QUEST I dN S

' 12 - 17
1S - 21
22.-i 34
35 -- 50
OVER 450

HOUR

UESTION 2.
-

SPENT AT.THE.COMPUTEk THIS TIME is:

.3: 52PM
.FORM: EUREK2

s

THE" MOST IMP0RTANY# RESULT OF U$ LNG EUREI A -WAS:

ANSWER ,

" 1) 23.81%' TL= 6
2) :611.90% TL= a
3 0.00% TL-#=-0;--

4 ) 14.29% TL= 3
5 4.767, TL= 4

A.
B.

,

DDiTILINAL OCCUPATIONS TO CONSIDER
INFORMATION
NE4. SCHOOLS
I NFO MAT ION

. I NFO ATI ON

,. 9UESTION L4

RATING .OF, JOB DESCRIPTIONS:

` ANSWER . .

: 1) -:61-. 0' TL= 13
,... 2) : 3f). 10 . TL= Ek

.. 3 ) ';.: 'O. TL= 0
4) 0.00% TL= ,0
.eT) p. odx Ti.= 0

.1/

B.
C.
D.
E.

EXCELLENT
GOOD
FAIR
POOR
NOT USED

ABOUT OCCUPATIONS
TO CONSIDER:
ABOUT EDUCATIONAL
ABOUT SCHOOLS -

PROGRAMS

1.

itiii



.

RATING OF.,JOB

ONSWER

QUESTION

OUTLOOK

"45

INFORMATION:

1). 47.62% TL= 10 A. EXCELLENT
2)- 38.107.c.TC= 6 B. GOOD
3) 9.52'4TL= 2 C. 'FAIR
4) .0.00%il-TL= 0 D. POOR
15) 4.76XYL= 1 E. NOT USED

QUESTION

\RATING OF INFORMATION ON SALARIES:

ANSW6q
1) 38.10%,TL= 8 A. EXCELLENT
2) .47.62% TC= 10 B: GOOD
3) 9.52% TL= 2 C. FAIR
4) 4.76% TL= 1 D. POOR
5) (4,9_27. YL= 0 E. NOT USED

. 'QUESTION 7'

RATING OF PREPARATION (PREP) .FILE:

ANSWER'
1) 52.38% T)...= 11. A. ',EXCELLENT

2) 33.33% T.t_ < 7 B. GOOD'

3) 4.76%.TL= re. FAIR
4) 0.00% TL= 0 D. POOR
5) 4:76% TL= 1 E. NOT USED

QUESTION 8

"RATING OF 'BIBLIOGRAPHY

ANSWER
1) 9.52% TL= 2 A. EXCELLENT
2) 42.86% TL= 9 B._' GOOD.

3) 14.29% TL= 3 C. FAIR
4) 0.00% TL= 0 D. POOR
5) 57% TL= 6 E. NOT USED.

.

ti

J )0



; s

RATING OF

WES 10N...ov as&

PROGRAM DESCR1FT1OUS:.

ANSWER
7'7 1).. 42.862 L,;, A.

2) 42.86% 9 E.

3) . 0.00t Tt 0 .

4) 0.cm TLS. 0 D.

5) .14.292 TV= 3 E.

EXCELLENT
GOOD.
FAIR_
'00R
NOT -USED

QUESTION 10,

-RATING of q;OG'S LIST OF SL410LS4

ANSWEr, .

wi ) 2151(..)% TL:,- 13 A

2) 14.29% T1:.

t

3 E.

3), , 74% lt. 1 t..

a.; 0.002- 0 O.

5).. 19.05% TLS. 4 T E.

EXCELLENT
COOII

i.1f
POOR
NOP USED

QUESTION 1

,RAT,ING OF

ANSWER

ADMISSION REQUIEMENTS OF SCHOOL
IF

1) 23.81z 5 A. EXCEV,LENT
.2) .38.102 B. GOUt
3) '4:76% IL.- 1 C. FAIR
.4) ; 0.007. IL 0 D.

,5) 33.33% rL 7 E. NOT USED

QUESTION

DATING' OF
t 9

ANSWER

AVAILABLE AT SCHOOLS:

.1) 14.29% TL.'' ' 3 . 'A. EXCELLENT
2$ 23.81% ¶L;-= 5 / B. GOOD
3) 14.29X' TL= S C. FAIR

1. 0 D. POtR.
5, '42.86% 9 E. NOT' USED

-1



OULSIION 13

RATING OF INFORMATION 04scHookosTsi

19.-05%
34:40%
At76%
G:00%.

3S:10%

TL==

TL,,

IL-

4

8
A.
R.
c.
D.

E.

EXCr4LLENT
-;00D

FAIR
POOR
NOT USED

GUESTION 14
li ,

RATING OF INFORMATION UN SERVICES

'ANSWER
%1) J24:29%
2) 23:81X
3) 9.52%
14). 0:(70Z
5) 47.62%

IL-
0
10

B.
EXCELLENT
GOOD
FAIR
POOR
NOT U5ED

7

RATING OF EMPLOYER
44'

ARSWER-

LIUESTION- 15

(EMPLY) FILE INFORMATION;

1) 14.297 3, A. EXCELLENT
2) 14.29%, TL= 3 B. .GOOD
3) 9.52% ft, 2 C. FAIR
41). 0.00% IL- 0 D., POOR
t) 47.62%,TL 10 F. NOT u;i.'

OUE3TION 16
, .

RATING Of FILE INFORMATION;
.
ANS4R
1)

2),
3)

/49
5)

2:3.81% A.

.1.9:05% T1.= 4

4.76% 1 C.

0.00% rL 0 D.

47.62% IL= S) E.

EXCELLENT
GOOD
FAIR ,
POOR
NOT USED

2

At SCHOOLS,



SUMMARY OF. 1.1)IFOIRMATTED QUESTIONS

Form 1

15. What part EURiKA'did you find most valuable?

TabulatedOlespOnses

All

None-

Occupational ,Infrmafion

Occupational.Selection:
. .

School Information -

*

Number of Responses

11 .

. p

- 1

2

16. What information did you want that, you could notjfind?

tabulated Responses. Number of Responses
.

None
J

3

. '
.

Discriptionee Developer
. n 'Nkc

Description of Tele-'1.
communications

A

Form 2
.

)

1. What problems did yoLi haVe in using EUREKA?' -,

Tabulated' Responses Number of Responses

. ,None. 11'

Mechanical Failure
.

3
iv

Unakle to interupt . 2
.

.---
,

Finding information
V

2- How do you plan to use, this information?

T ulated Res o1 nses

upational Selection
.

chool SeleCIVon*
\ .

.Use
4with. CliJnis

Identifying SkillsNeeded

Not &ire

1 -

Number of Responses

.4

1

2 .

Class assignment
.

Other Comments: r)
` .

'A
. It helped me a Ult. %

.

.

1-

,

-It gave.me a broadei, view of what1the, 'involves and mhat I have to

to pepdo trare for i .
. .-N

'9

/ ..../

A . '''ir
EURkKA k great- tt.is wprking. There were too many Limes AlchA w#s
unusable because o either mechanical p?oblems with,instfumentt here brat
the colouter4outp I ej 4

ik.c. . ,


